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T
his issue of Concrete Openings has a special focus 
– women in construction.  More specifically the issue 
emphasizes women in the highly specialized trades 
associated with the concrete coring and cutting fields 

under the CSDA umbrella. According to statistics, this is a male 
dominated industry. There are many women in the CSDA organization 
who are extremely successful.  In sharing these stories, our hope it to 
show women who are considering joining the industry, or those who 
are already in the industry the endless possibilities in the construction 
industry. 

Statistics indicate that women represent 9% of the 
construction industry (osha.gov).  Most are employed in 
construction management, administrative and production areas, 
which make up approximately 87% of the industry.  Women are 
highly underrepresented in the various trades associated with the 
construction industry, and they are scarce in executive positions. 
However, the pendulum is beginning to swing the other way and 
more women are entering the industry.  The construction industry 
has opportunities for women to use their problem-solving skills in 
administrative positions, but they aren’t limited to such roles. Now 
more than ever, women are in the field working as operators and 
contractors. Another positive note is that construction is one of the 
few industries that does not have a large pay gap between men 

and women. There are many opportunities for them to grow their skills 
and knowledge and progress in the industry. As more women enter 
the industry, there will be many opportunities for CSDA to help and 
encourage them.

Concrete Openings magazine is a voice for CSDA members, both 
men and women, with a circulation of over 19,000 and estimated 
readership of 60,000. Readers include contractors, diamond tool 
and machine manufacturers, distributors, specifiers, GC’s, engineers 
and architects.  Women have been increasingly filling roles in such 
highly specialized trades within the broader construction industry.  
Each quarterly issue is packed with relevant information, including 
jobs stories (usually on the cutting edge of available technology or 
techniques), learning material and industry news that we hope all of 
our members can gain knowledge from.  As more women move into 
the industry, we hope they find CSDA to be a group they can learn and 
grow through.

This issue is very special because women are noticeably 
outnumbered in most of the construction trades (by some estimates of 
nearly 10 to 1), and this issue provides a platform to hear their stories 
and see their accomplishments and struggles in this male dominated 
industry.  

Please enjoy this issue of Concrete Openings with the special 
emphasis on women in construction. 

MIKE ORZECHOWSKI, P.E. 
CSDA President
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T
here are many analogies that compare something lost and listing to a “rudderless ship,” and 
for good reason. The rudder, typically an elongated rectangle preceding the propellers, is an 
essential element of the steering system of a ship or boat. Damage to the rudder can result in 
a ship moving entirely the wrong way or not at all. In Galveston, Texas, a cargo ship entering 
the Port of Galveston took the wrong course resulting in damage to its rudder. During the 
inspection of the rudder, it was discovered that the shaft securing the rudder was bent and 

damaged, making it impossible to remove for repairs. Thankfully, Holes Incorporated of Houston, Texas, 
is no stranger to underwater projects such as this.

Lee Aitken, Vice President of Sales, received a call to 
see if there was a way to cut and release the steel shaft that 
would completely remove the rudder from the ship. After 
failing to repair the rudder themselves, Goltens Houston, 
Bludworth Marine, and the cargo ship captain made the call 
hoping for good news. After a series of phone calls, conferring 
with Kellie Kimball, Holes’ Vice President and Director of 
Safety, an introduction and examination meeting, and a 
live demonstration on how the wire saw works, Holes was 
awarded this job. Job planning and methodology was decided 
upon, and Kimball and Aitken assured everyone that Holes 
was capable of completing the job safely and efficiently. 

The ship was towed into Port and anchored to mitigate 
any movement. Due to the limited working space beneath 
the ship, and the limited time frame to complete the cutting, 

diamond wire sawing was chosen to be the most efficient 
avenue of removal. Holes and Goltens set up the Hilti WS-15 
wire saw, and the steel shackles that would support the 
rudder when it was cut free. Holes operators were able to 
work off of a barge from behind the rudder and utilize a 40’ 
boom lift to access the rudder and begin the complex process 
of assembling their equipment and installing the wire saw.

Due to extreme tolerances, maintaining the layout 
accurately and cutting straight was tremendously important. 
Holes operators welded a 1” thick 4’ x 8’ steel plate 
platform on the rudder to support the wire saw equipment. 
Additionally, handrails were welded along with toe-boards 
for added protection while working over water. The wire saw 
power pack was operated by a Holes operator on the barge 
while a second operator ran the saw remotely and monitored 
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Concrete Cases  cont inued

the cutting from the boom lift. Both operators were kept out 
of the line of fire during sawing operations. It was especially 
crucial that everything was properly secured with the correct 
size bolts and welded into place to prevent operators or 
equipment from falling into the water below. During the 
morning safety meetings, it was decided that before entering 
the barge, all operators were required to wear a life jacket, 
have lifesaving buoy rings, and ropes had to be attached to 
every corner of the barge in case an operator accidentally fell 
into the water.

A Hilti WS15 with a set of dual Hilti return pulleys and a 
50’ Diamond Products Electroplated Super Grade diamond 
wire were chosen to cut the rudder free. Other ships passing 
by were creating a wake causing the barge supporting the 
boom lift to roll and pitch with each passing wave. Because 
the operators were working beneath the ship, this caused 
the work to become very difficult and possibly dangerous. 
To mitigate these risks, they utilized a spotter to watch for 
passing ships and alert the boom lift operator to bring them to 
a safe location until the waves were gone. 

Once the cutting was about 75% complete, the loosened 
rudder began to shift back and forth while sawing, causing the 
wire to pinch. To correct this, operators placed steel wedges 

in the cut then tightened the four 80-ton chain falls that 
were rigged to the rudder to take up the slack as the wire 
completed the cut. Operators cut the 30” steel shaft and 
completed the project in two days.
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COMPANY PROFILE

The Holes Companies are service companies specializing in concrete 
slab sawing, core drilling, wall sawing, wire sawing, anchor bolt 
installation, concrete breaking, lifting, demolition, GPR scanning, load 
and haul and concrete pour back. The Holes Companies primarily 
work for commercial and industrial contractors, state highway 
departments and municipalities. Holes Incorporated, Holes Golden 
Triangle, LLC, Holes South Texas, LLC and Holes Technology, LP 
have built a solid track record through 50 years of experience, 
reliability and reputation. They have 50 employees and 28 operators 
and have been CSDA members since 1976.

RESOURCES

General Contractor 
Goltens Houston

CSDA Contractor 
Holes Incorporated

Contact for Story: Kellie Kimball

Email: kellie@holesinc.com

Tel: 281-723-5643

Website: www.holesinc.com 

Methods Used 
Wire Sawing

Holes, Inc. completed their portion of the project 
successfully, well within the allotted time frame and budget. 
In doing so, the other contractors onsite were pleased with 
the performance and safety measures. Kellie Kimball, 
Vice President of Holes, Inc., said about this project, “I 
was extremely pleased with the outcome of the job and the 
way our operators performed their tasks. Every step we 
made was meticulously planned before execution, from the 
specialty equipment to our safety procedures. Cutting and 
removing a rudder from a ship has never been done before 
and the Holes team was excited to be part of this once in a 
lifetime event.”

Kimball went on to say that she believes Holes was 
chosen for this project because they are the leading expert 
in their industry and a favorite to perform these complex 
jobs, especially over water. Holes continues to exceed 
expectations with their highly trained employees and 
rigorous safety standards.
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Janine Douglas
Company Director of A1 Kiwi Cutters & Drillers Ltd.
20 Years in the Construction Industry

How long have you been in this industry? How did you 
get started? 

I was employed doing dispatch for another concrete cutting 
company for five years prior to starting A1 Kiwi with another 
female, making our company 100% women owned.

What do you love most about working in this industry? 

I love the fact that it is a male-dominated industry and enjoy 
showing the boys a different way of doing things. There’s also a 
huge sense of satisfaction when jobs are completed well.

What challenges have you faced along the way? 

As we spent quite a long time “on the tools” in the early days, 
it could be a bit of a challenge arriving onsite and having the 
guys not believe we could carry out the tasks they required. 

Also, when guys would call 
up and ask to speak to a 
man as it was “technical” 
– some took a bit of 
convincing that we knew 
what we were talking 
about, but thankfully 
these attitudes seem to 
have disappeared now.

How have you 
overcome them?

Mainly by knowing our 
stuff, constantly trying to 
improve our service and 
delivering the outcomes 
we say we will in a timely and good-value manner.

What would you say are your favorite and least favorite 
things about your job?

My favorite is being able to add value/do more for a client, 

We at Concrete Openings would like to extend a sincere thank you 
to all the women who shared their thoughts and advice regarding 
their unique experiences as women in a predominantly male 
industry. Whether these women were born into the construction 
industry or happened upon it as an adult, we hope these interviews 
can be an inspiration to women and girls. The women we are 
featuring display that they, too, can create impactful change in all 
facets of the construction and concrete industries.

Breaking Concrete Barriers:  
WOMEN IN CONCRETE
Breaking Concrete Barriers:  Breaking Concrete Barriers:  Breaking Concrete Barriers:  

Janine Douglas
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e.g., when they come to you asking for say, a stairwell opening 
to be cut in a floor and we can then suggest that we carry 
out the entire task from propping, cutting, slurry control, 
through to removal and environmental disposal of the debris. 
Historically these tasks have been separated to different 
contractors meaning more stress, less control and often more 
cost for the client. Probably the least favorite aspects are the 
ones common to all in this industry–the ongoing challenge to 
find good, reliable staff in order to grow, and the occasional 
bad debts.

What advice would you give to girls/women looking to 
succeed in a predominantly male industry?

The most basic thing would be to ensure you either know 
what you’re talking about from the start or that they can see 
your willingness to learn. It can help to have a bit of a thick 
skin, but the satisfaction when you can turn it around and 
they see what you can do is awesome.

How do we get more women to become operators or 
more involved in the industry?

I think by appealing to those of a tomboy/practical nature–
not all women want to sit behind a desk or a shop counter. 
Many don’t know that there are options for being able to use 
your hands as well as your brain, that there’ll be great variety 
of tasks and if you’re on the tools consistently, you won’t have 
to pay to go to a gym as you’ll get fit while you’re being paid! 
It’s a win/win!

Final thoughts?

There’s a great deal of satisfaction to be derived from driving 
around your city and being able to say, “I drilled holes/cut 
openings in that building...and that building...and that one.”

Heidi Bothman
Operations Specialist at Holes, Inc.
8 Years in the Construction Industry

How long have you been in this industry? How did you 
get started?

Eight years ago, I was hired as the Accounting Manager 
for a small family-owned roofing company, where I was 
able to expand my role into some Operations and Project 
Management tasks. A year later, I joined Holes Inc. in the 
Accounting department, and two years later I found my home 
in Holes’ Dispatch and Operations department.

Were there any other women or important people that 
influenced you to join the industry?

Both of the construction companies I have worked for have 
been women-owned companies. Seeing these strong, amazing 
women like Darlene East and Kellie Kimball, succeed in 
such a male-dominated 
field has influenced me 
to reach for my goals. 
I also have an amazing 
boss, Pat Stepanski, who 
doesn’t hold me back or 
stop me from expanding 
my role simply because 
I’m a woman. He actively 
encourages me to get out 
in the field to expand my 
knowledge and skills

What do you love most 
about working in this 
industry? For your 
company?

Working in the construction industry means that no two days 
are ever the same! Construction projects will never run as 
smoothly as you hope they will, but you’re always striving to 
mitigate as many issues as possible up front, and then solve 
every problem as it comes up. There is always something new 
to learn in the construction industry, and Holes, Inc. has given 
me the opportunity to expand my education both in the office 
and in the field.

What challenges have you faced along the way? How 
have you overcome them?

The biggest challenge I have faced along the way is a lack 
of field education. In my role as Operations Specialist, I 
am constantly involved in discussions regarding the work 
occurring in the field, but coming from an administrative and 
accounting background, my limited construction knowledge 
was based solely on my personal home construction, which 
lends nothing to concrete cutting. Over the past seven years, 
I have learned a great deal from my coworkers, who are all 
former Field Operators now in Operations, Safety and Sales, 
but visiting jobsites and seeing the work first-hand has 
become a top priority in furthering my education.

What would you say are your favorite and least favorite 
things about your job?

My favorite thing about my job is working with my guys in the 
field. I truly enjoy learning about the individual tasks

Heidi Bothman
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it takes to accomplish a project and helping them to 
overcome any issues they face in getting those tasks 
accomplished. My least favorite thing about my job is 
probably everyone’s least favorite: the necessary evil of 
monotonous paperwork.

Can you think of a specific job or day that changed 
your perspective on the industry?

In my current role, I am the sole female in the Operations 
department. For a long time, I didn’t associate or 
communicate with very many other women in this field 
and never really gave a thought to the idea of “women in 
construction”; I just did my job. It has been eye-opening to 
join our local associations’ committees, such as ABC LOGIC, 
ASA, She Builds It and NAWIC. I am in awe of the women I 
have met who, every single day, are breaking down barriers I 
never even knew existed!

What advice would you give to girls/women looking to 
succeed in a predominantly male industry?

Girls/women who are looking to succeed in a predominantly 
male industry need to talk about their goals! Men don’t read 
minds very well, and many women tend to shrink in male-
dominated areas, but when women speak up, vocalize their 
goals and make themselves heard, those dreams will become 
reality! My favorite bit of advice that I give to everyone 
in any industry is to take ownership of your current role, 
educate yourself for the role you want, and “GROW FOR IT”!

How do we get more women to become operators or 
more involved in the industry?

We need to speak up and enthusiastically tell girls and 
women that they’re competent, they’re able and they’re 
allowed to do any job they want. Women are winning in 
the construction industry every day, and our younger 
generations need to know that they can achieve those wins, 
too.

Final thoughts?

Eventually, there will come a day when we no longer have 
to celebrate women in construction as an anomaly or advise 
them how to succeed in a male-dominated industry, but 
until that day is here, we should be shouting every win from 
the rooftops. Women deserve equality in all aspects of our 
lives, and if we can first achieve that in our workplaces, then 
that will bring us one step closer to equality overall.

Would you like to add a quote?

I, myself, am not very quotable, but one of my favorite quotes 
of all time works quite well for this instance: “The road to 
success is always under construction.” – Lily Tomlin

Kellie Kimball
Vice President of Holes, Inc.
21 Years in the Construction Industry

How long have you been in this industry? How did you 
get started?

I actually grew up in the business that my parents started 
in 1972, but I started fulltime in 2001. My mother Susan 
Hollingsworth and my sister Darlene East hired me as their 
marketing director. My position changed and advanced as 
years went by as I learned the company from inside and out.

Were there any other women or important people that 
influenced you to join the industry?

Susan Hollingsworth, my mother who is the co-founder of 
Holes and the first female CSDA President, and Darlene 
East, my sister and current CEO of Holes. Both are strong, 
dedicated women in 
our industry who have 
built their company 
by advancing their 
employees through 
training and offering 
them pay and benefits 
that will help take care 
of themselves and their 
families. Also, both of 
them are dedicated to 
making the construction 
industry better to all 
through advocacy and 
contribution.

What challenges have you 
faced along the way? How have you overcome them?

When I first joined Holes, being the owner’s daughter, I was 
faced with the challenge of making my own name for myself. 
I worked hard, I worked smart and I did what I said I would 
do. I was up for challenges and learning, and I was up for 
improving not only myself, but the company.

WOMEN IN CONCRETE

Kellie Kimball
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including the ones who work for our team! We would like to take a moment to highlight 
two women in our company:

Karin Falk joined the Husqvarna team in September 2020 as President of the 
Construction Division. Karin is a strong believer in customer centricity and teamwork. 
Since she has over 30 years of experiences in various executive positions in the 
automotive industry, Karin had to learn what the construction industry entailed. 
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working with the end users and commercial partners is how we get there.

Mendy Benton is our Sr. Director, Marketing & Training in the North American team. 
Mendy joined Husqvarna in 2019 and has since been successful in working across 
multiple functions within Husqvarna to develop a successful strategy around 
maintaining Husqvarna Construction as a leader and top provider to our channel 
partners and end-users. Mendy’s infectious positivity, customer first attitude, and 
drive to succeed help to elevate her team and colleagues to develop the best possible 
solution for our customers.

Karin Falk
President Husqvarna Construction 
Division, Executive President 
Husqvarna Group

Mendy Benton
Senior Director, Marketing and 
Training (North America)

Joined Husqvarna in 2020

Joined Husqvarna in 2019
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How do we get more women to become operators or 
more involved in the industry?

We need to change the perception that field work is a man’s 
work. We need to do this with our current employees and our 
training means and methods by opening the doors and our 
minds that women can do the work.

Donna Harris
Vice President and Office Manager of Concrete Reno-
vation, Inc.
32 Years in the Construction Industry

How long have you been in this industry? How did you 
get started?

I have worked with my 
husband in the industry 
since July 1990. From 
doing water control 
on jobsites to running 
dispatch for twenty-five 
years, and then running 
the whole office.

What do you love most 
about working in this 
industry? For your 
company?

I love our contractors. 
They really are great 
people. I have learned so 
much over the last 32 years, from how to manage different 
types of people, to accounting, which I never thought I would 
enjoy doing.

What challenges have you faced along the way? How 
have you overcome them?

When I first started, there were very few women in the 
construction industry. Most of our contractors were okay with 
me, but there were a few that I had to prove that I knew what 
I was talking about to. Working in the field, it gave me the 
ability to know the lingo which helped. Also, my grandmother 
always taught me you get further with honey than you do 
vinegar, so I was just very polite and kind to them and was able 
to answer their questions. Soon I had no problems at all with 
any of our customers or contractors.

What would you say are your favorite and least 
favorite things about your job? 

My favorite part of my job is working with our contractors. 
Contractors are good, hardworking people who really care 
about the product that they produce. 

My least favorite is the stress; sometimes you receive a call 
at 4 p.m. and you’re expected to be there the next morning. It 
can be stressful to squeeze that in, and sometimes you have 
to disappoint them and that part is hard. 

Can you think of a specific job or day that changed 
your perspective on the industry?

There is one day that I was finally accepted by one of our 
contractors. He was an older gentleman that had been in the 
business since he was young. Whenever he called, he would 
always ask for Patrick and would never speak with me, and 
if he did, he was very rude. One day he called, and Patrick 
was not in town, so he had no choice but to speak with me. 
He started asking his questions rudely, I really think he 
thought I would not know the answers. Since I have worked 
in the field with Patrick, I was able to answer his questions 
expertly. From that day forward he would not even talk with 
Patrick, he said I was sweeter and laughed more.

What advice would you give to girls/women looking to 
succeed in a predominantly male industry?

Practice kindness and be willing to listen and learn. 
Kindness and respect will get you further in today’s world.

Sara Darling-Norgeot
Chief Operating Officer at Wolverine Equipment, LLC.
3 Years in the Construction Industry

How long have you been in this industry? How did you 
get started?

My father, Bill Darling, founded Wolverine Equipment in 
2000. I watched the company build over the years, from 
being woken up with Bill testing hand saws under my 
bedroom and making sure he had lunch during the first busy 
days, to now overseeing the future of Wolverine.

I spent the first twenty years of my career working in the 
fitness industry and running country clubs in the San 
Francisco Bay area, and now I have brought my years of 
business and management experience to Wolverine. 

Donna Harris
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What do you love most about working in this industry? 
For your company?

I love meeting the cutters that use our products. Getting to 
know them and what they are looking for to improve their 
workloads, jobs and safety.

What would you say are 
your favorite and least 
favorite things about 
your job?

I can’t say that there is 
anything I dislike about 
my position.  My favorite 
things are getting to work 
side by side with my father 
and our amazing team! 
They are all vital to our 
company and I love to have 
brainstorming sessions 
as to what we can do to 
make our products better than they already are. We are all 
constantly striving for improvements.  

HYCON Handheld Hydraulic Tools And Powerpacks
Professionals turn to HYCON hydraulic tools whenever they need to get the toughest jobs done. The HYCON product range 
contains: Hydraulic power packs, hydraulic breakers, hydraulic cut-off saws, a hydraulic ring saw, hydraulic core drills, 
hydraulic post drivers, hydraulic submersible pumps, and hydraulic rock drills as well as a range of accessories.

DITEQ Corporation • 9876 Pflumm Rd • Lenexa, KS 66215
Toll Free Tel: 866-688-1032 • Tel: 816-246-5515 • www.diteq.com

Powerful, Versatile, Reliable, Mobile

@diteqcorporation DITEQ Channel
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What advice would you give to girls/women looking to 
succeed in a predominantly male industry?

Be confident and own your confidence! We are able to handle 
the workloads just as much if not more. And our greatest 
asset is how we pay attention to the details. The small details 
can make or break a marvelous idea, job or product.  

How do we get more women to become operators or 
more involved in the industry?

I think it needs to come more from the media. We are taught 
as girls that we are to make sure were pretty and pressed, 
don’t get dirty, etc. We need the next generation of girls 
and young women to see that, yes, in fact it’s acceptable to 
get dirty, we can play with trucks instead of ponies or dolls. 
Pursue what calls to you.  My daughter loves to go into the 
office with me and see all the big equipment were making. 

Final thoughts?

I think this is truly great that you are highlighting women in 
the concrete industry. Not just as cutters, but for all the levels 
that it takes to get a job done! 

Sara Darling-Norgeot
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Julie White
Managing Director of D-Drill (Masters Drillers) Ltd.
38 Years in the Construction Industry

How long have you been in this industry? How did you 
get started?

Growing up my drive and passion for construction and 
business has always been there, as I had parents who were 
running a niche and 
brand-new technique of 
concrete cutting for the 
civil and construction 
industry. Fifty-five 
years later, D-Drill has 
established itself as the 
UK’s largest branch 
network in its sector. After 
completing a management 
buy-out from my father 
in 2008, I immediately 
set about restructuring, 
remodeling and 
transforming the business 
and adding further 
divisions.

What do you love most about working in this industry? 
For your company?

I really enjoy being part of the construction journey, alongside 
our customers, and always take pride in seeing the finished 
project, knowing that myself and my team have been a part 
of that journey. It’s also about the experience along the way, 
the people and the laughs. I love being part of an industry that 
really lets you go and achieve.

What challenges have you faced along the way? 

There have been many challenges along the way, especially 
in my younger years, to be taken seriously. It’s been amazing 
to notice a change and have more acceptance of women in 
construction. 

Final thoughts?

I was lucky enough to be born into construction knowing 
and excited about what this fantastic industry can offer, and I 
have always been determined to make an impact and change. 
Construction is not just about shovels in dirt, it is so much 
more, and it’s exciting.

Kristin Waters
Vice President and General Manager of Greene’s Inc.
31 Years in the Construction Industry

How long have you been in this industry? How did you 
get started?

I have worked in the concrete sawing and drilling industry 
for thirty-one years. I started with Greene Concrete Cutting 
as a part-time bookkeeper. When I came to work, I was 
expecting my second daughter and I was told they didn’t 
think they could keep me through the winter, so that seemed 
perfect for me as my baby was due early the following year. 
Thirty-one years and four more babies later, and I have 
never left. All of those babies came back to the office with me 
within a few weeks of being born. They were practically born 
and raised at Greene’s. While I’m not a member of the actual 
Greene family, Greene’s is very much a part of my family.

What do you love most about working in this industry? 
For your company?

My favorite thing about my job is seeing the company that 
I work hard for day in and day out, be successful. I love our 
Greene Team and I appreciate each and every one of our 
employees who give their 
best to do a hard job that 
is often hot, messy and 
tiring work. I love when 
our customers call and 
tell us what a great job 
we did. I appreciate that 
we have made a name for 
ourselves as a company 
that has a standard of 
excellence.

Can you think of a 
specific job or day 
that changed your 
perspective on the 
industry?

The day that I was made Vice President of Greene’s was a life 
altering day for me. Mike Greene showed faith in my ability 
to lead this company when he had to step aside for a period of 
time. As President, I had to represent the company in some 
difficult situations. It tried my confidence and helped me 
grow as I learned to stand up for the company and for myself.

Julie White

Kristin Waters
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What advice would you give to girls/women looking to 
succeed in a predominantly male industry?

I have a daughter that is working in another industry that 
is also predominantly male. It makes my heart happy that I 
have raised a daughter that is hard working, confident and 
believes in her own abilities. I would tell any women looking 
to succeed in a male dominated industry to keep your head 
up, treat others the way you want to be treated, work hard and 
prove that you can be depended on. Your character more than 
anything will determine your path and your hard work and 
dedication will help you rise to the top.

Lisa Crilly
Vice President of Hard Rock Concrete Cutters
18 Years in the Construction Industry

How long have you been in this industry? How did you 
get started?

When I was sixteen years old, I started a summer job in the 
concrete industry to make money, but I enjoyed the fast-
paced environment and the feeling that our company was 
helping keep the world working.

Were there any other women or important people that 
influenced you to join the industry?

My mother and older sister both made huge impacts on me 
joining the industry. My mother has worked for our company 
for twenty-eight years. She 
has taught me that even 
in a tough industry, you 
can make a difference as 
a woman. She has helped 
to listen to and encourage 
our employees with wise 
counsel, which are some of 
the best qualities of being 
a woman! My older sister 
has been my co-worker, 
boss and mentor for 
many years. She has been 
a leader in the concrete 
scanning industry and 
navigated many challenges 
in her many years in business and it is encouraging to have her 
as an influence, not only to me, but in this industry.

CELEBRATING WOMEN
IN CONCRETE

Haley Long- Marketing
8 Years

20%
of our employees

are women

we are proud to say

Dawn Reichert, CPA. - Office Manager
17 Years

Jessica Rodman- Sales
19 years

Cheers to the Women
Paving the Concrete Industry!

We pride ourselves on being an advocate for the advancement of
business opportunities for women in our ever-changing world,

not only with our technology but also with our business model.  
We proudly employ women working in the following
departments: Sales, Marketing, Dispatch, and Office

Administration.
Take a look at a few of our featured employees who have made

their mark on the concrete world for women everywhere.

Lisa Crilly
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What do you love most about working in this industry? 
For your company?

What I love about this industry is that it is ever evolving and 
improving. We have gone from male-dominated to female-
incorporated work forces, handheld tools to electronic 
equipment, paper everything to paperless and remote 
technology and limited safety to safety-focused. This industry 
is set on improving the landscape of our world along with the 
workforce.

What challenges have you faced along the way? How 
have you overcome them?

A challenge I have faced is being talked down to or dismissed for 
being a young professional in the concrete industry. People see a 
young face and expect someone without the knowledge or years 
of experience that I have in this industry. I have overcome that 
by being persistent, polite and knowledgeable with the way that 
I address conversations and issues. After time, whether short 
or long, I have seen preconceived notions about my age change 
using this approach.

Can you think of a specific job or day that changed your 
perspective on the industry?

About ten years ago, I was training for GPR scanning under my 
very pregnant older sister. I had not been on many job sites at 
this point. After full day of navigating different jobsites, locating 
and conversing with our contacts, carrying around equipment 
and completing the job, I gained a much deeper appreciation for 
the work that our employees perform. 

What advice would you give to girls/women looking to 
succeed in a predominantly male industry?

Go for it! Jump right in because the industry has changed 
immensely for women in the concrete industry. We have women 
owners, operators, project managers and leaders and these 
women are here to help support you in your career. But also, 
“Check your attitude at the door but be assertive.” I have found 
that in this industry people in general respond more favorably 
with this tactic. You are bound to run into situations where you 
need to get information across and you are met with opposition, 
and it helps to keep your attitude and emotions in check, while 
also being persistent and polite. 

How do we get more women to become operators or 
more involved in the industry?

We need to get women out to the schools and career fairs to 
talk about our growing industry and the incredibly diverse job 
opportunities that we have for women these days. We have women 

in leadership, as directors, project managers and operators. 
Women are becoming rooted in the concrete industry.

Final thoughts?

I have grown up in the concrete industry and it is amazing 
to see all the changes for women over the last 10 years. I can 
see how the added presence of women has improved and 
refined the industry for everyone. I cannot wait to see how the 
industry is impacted by women in the future.

Would you like to add a quote?

“Don’t be intimidated by what you don’t know. That can 
be your greatest strength and ensure that you do things 
differently from everyone else.” – Sara Blakely

Sarah Bryan
Executive Vice President of SlurryMonster
4 Years in the Construction Industry

How long have you 
been in this industry? 
How did you get 
started?

I’ve been a part of the 
industry from a sideline 
perspective for the better 
part of fifteen years, often 
attending conventions, 
conferences and helping to 
work on some jobsites. My 
full-time position in the 
industry started in early 
2019 when SlurryMonster 
started to work towards a 
launch.

Were there any other women or important people that 
influenced you to join the industry?

My fiancé, Ryan Klacking, is who really got my wheels 
spinning to be a bigger part of the industry as a whole. As I 
watched his growth, and met many people in the industry 
through him, I became interested to learn and know more. 
I grew to love concrete, polished concrete, mainly. But, as 
SlurryMonster grew, my love also began to include slurry 
waste management– who would’ve thought! Another person 

Sarah Bryan
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that I would like to mention is Scott 
Metzger, of Metzger/McGuire. He had 
become an enormous influence about 
ten to fifteen years ago to me – always 
open to talk to me about the industry 
and provide guidance and support – 
he has had an impact on me that I am 
extremely grateful for!

What do you love most about 
working in this industry? For your 
company?

There are a few things that come 
to mind when I think about my 
love for the industry. One of them 
being that I have always loved the 
networking opportunities – they’re 
endless. Because there are so many 
different facets of the industry, you are 
constantly learning and watching new 
products and services come to market–
it truly never gets old. The innovation 
is also another part of the industry 
I love – it’s constantly changing and 
evolving

What challenges have you faced 
along the way? How have you 
overcome them?

Being a new company will always be a 
difficult task at hand, everything from 
product rollout, to networking, client 
communications and support – there 
are all sorts of different challenges that 
come along with managing a business. 
Overcoming, however, can be made 
easier with the right team behind you. 
People who not only believe in your 
company, but your mission, who also 
see the vision, and are a day-to-day 
part of it, make it easier to face those 
challenges.

What advice would you give to 
girls/women looking to succeed in 
a predominantly male industry?

Be your true and authentic self at all 
times. Find a mentor, or someone you 

866.322.4078 | diamondvantage.com

THE WOMEN OF 
DIAMOND VANTAGE®

LISSMAC Corporation
17 Route 146, Mechanicville, NY

Phone +1 518 326 9094
sales@lissmac-corporation.com

www.lissmac-usa.com

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY

can shadow in the industry, whether it 
be a male or female, and work towards 
your goals. Don’t stop at frustration, 
don’t stop when someone says, “You 
can’t,” persevere as you always would 
and can. Hard work will eventually pay 
off–and you have to possess the patience 
in this industry to allow yourself enough 
time to grow. Also, intelligence over 
emotion. That is one piece of advice 

given to me early in my career that has 
helped me personally in many different 
ways.

How do we get more women 
to become operators or more 
involved in the industry?

There are resources out there that 
women can find to help in either 
their advancement, their growth or 
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networking. One of them is a non-profit 
I founded earlier this year, the Women’s 
Association of Concrete Professionals 
(WACP). It’s an organization dedicated 
to the enrichment of women in the trade, 
whether it be in saw cutting and coring, 
polished concrete, flatwork, decorative, 
ready-mix or distribution. And, you do 
not have to play a specific role within the 
company to join – you can work as admin, 
marketing, sales, support, engineering or 
design and join a group of other industry 
women that are looking for the same 
support you are!

Final thoughts?

By highlighting women in the industry, 
you’re showcasing women who are here to 
help make positive changes and working 
towards the goal of inclusion.

Tara Walsh
Customer Service at  
Diamond Products
39 Years in the Construction Industry

How long have you been in this 
industry? How did you get started?

Thirty-nine years. I fell into it! I started as 
a receptionist because I needed a job and 
everyone was getting laid off in our area 
back then. After I got here, a co-worker, 
Pete Mitchell (who has worn several hats 
at DP), repeatedly encouraged me to move 
into the customer service department and 
it has become my career instead of a job.

What do you love most about working 
in this industry? For your company?

Knowing our products are changing 
the landscape the world over. Diamond 
Products Limited is a leader in the 
industry, and I like to help build up our 
reputation by doing the best job I can 
every single day.

DITEQ Corporation • 9876 Pflumm Road • Lenexa, KS 66215
Toll Free Tel: 866-688-1032 • Toll Free Fax: 877-220-4777 • www.diteq.com  
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What challenges have you faced along the way?  
How have you overcome them?

When I moved to 
customer service, some 
men didn’t want to talk to 
a girl. It took a while, but 
it all worked out. Now it is 
not an issue, and there are 
more women than men on 
the phones

What would you say are 
your favorite and least 
favorite things about 
your job?

My favorite things are 
talking to people I’ve 
known for years, hearing 
details of difficult jobs, and helping customers find solutions. 
I like problem solving. The least favorite is getting an irate 
customer, but that can usually be turned around with a 
helpful attitude.

Congratulations,
PATTI AUSTIN! 

Patti Austin founded Austin Enterprise in 1992 as 
a traffic control company.  At the time, it provided 
highway construction signs which were usually the 
first pieces of equipment on a job site. This early work 
allowed Patti the opportunity to meet other types of 
contractors on highway projects. In doing so, Patti 
saw opportunities to grow the business and added 
sawing and drilling to their service offering and has 
grown Austin Enterprise to one of the largest sawing 
and drilling contractors in California with 47 trucks 
and over 50 employees.

Can you think of a specific job or day that changed 
your perspective on the industry?

My first day – when I learned that concrete is different 
everywhere!

What advice would you give to girls/women looking to 
succeed in a predominantly male industry?

Study and learn! When I used to answer phones, I learned 
names and companies. I listened to others around me and 
soaked it up. While assembling literature booklets for shows 
and mailers I actually read them as I went along. I studied 
the letters and price sheets typed from management. All of 
that was before I moved into customer service! I still learn 
something every single day. I wanted to be the best at every 
job I’ve had. If you do that you will always succeed.

Final thoughts?

Our President, Karl Moller, gave me the best advice. He told 
me “You have to sound like you know what you’re talking 
about, even if you’re not quite sure.” I have hung up the phone 
and double-checked myself many times. Usually I get it 
right, other times I call back to say I have an even better idea. 
Conveying confidence goes a very long way in all areas of life.

Tara Walsh
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Concrete Cases

CSDA Members Work Together  
on the Zink Dam Revitalization 
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T
he Arkansas River flows east and southeast, 
originating in the Arkansas River Valley in Colorado, 
and flowing through Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma 
and Arkansas. In Tulsa, Oklahoma, voters approved 
a nearly $50 million budget to renovate the 
Zink Dam and Zink Lake to utilize the Arkansas 

River. The city hopes this multi-phase construction process will 
boost outdoor recreation in the area and increase access for 
watersports, including kayaking, rowing and angling. In addition, 
the pedestrian walkway would be replaced to join the two public 
areas on either side of the river.

In Spring 2019, record rainfall and flooding prompted concern over 
the rising level of the river. The project to transform this river is dual-
purposed; raising the lake by 3’ will stabilize the river level and create a 
no-rise condition, and installation of the of dam and flume will garner 
recreational use, allowing citizens to enjoy this water feature in Tulsa. 
The gates to the dam are being replaced and raised, which will create a 
1,000’ flume on the east side of the river with five signature features where 
kayakers can test their skills. 
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Concrete Cases  cont inued

The Zink Dam transformation project, initiated 
in late 2019, is expected to be complete in 2023. CSDA 
member Ark Wrecking Co., the general contractor for 
this project, contracted CSDA member Fine Cut Drilling 
and Sawing to assist with Phase Two of the project. This 
phase involved reshaping three of the larger structures 
of the dam to create footings for the new structures, 
complete removal of the pedestrian bridge, cutting and 
removal of the apron and removal of a portion of the gate 
to create kayak access.

Due to the lengthiness of the project, Ark Wrecking 
gave Fine Cut just thirty days to complete their portion 
of the work on the dam. Fine Cut operators were tasked 
with nearly 3,000 square feet of wire sawing to create the 
66’ long opening for the kayak entrance, and 500 lineal 
feet of wall sawing to cut the old structures into footings. 
Fine Cut opted to use four wire saws simultaneously to 
expedite the process. Ten wire saw access holes were 
drilled 16’ deep and 2” in diameter with a Husqvarna 
DM 650 core drill and DITEQ continental tubing core 
bit extensions to assist with the deep drilling. Three 
Husqvarna CS 10 wire saws and a Hilti 1510 wire saw, 
all equipped with Husqvarna C1000 wire, were used 
simultaneously to create the large kayak opening. 
The team then used a Husqvarna WS 482 to make the 
necessary apron cuts.
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Concrete Cases  cont inued

Despite the moody Tulsa spring weather, which was 
freezing cold or extremely hot, coupled with intermittent 
winds that almost slowed work down, Fine Cut operators 
persisted with their portion of the cutting. Once the apron 
and bridge were cut, Fine Cut began working on the kayak 
entrance hole in the gate of the dam. While the apron and 
bridge cuts were to be covered with additional concrete 
and new structures, the cuts for the kayak entrance 
would be the finished product, allowing virtually no room 
for error. This was an interesting task for the operators 
because the access holes needed to be drilled at an exact 
45° angle for the wire saw. With an allowed 1” tolerance, 
Fine Cut operators made the final cuts within only .5” 
tolerance. These wire saw pulls happened to be the longest 
cuts on this job, coming it at 66’ x 10’ x 10’. 

Despite the tight thirty-day window, Fine Cut finished 
in only fourteen working days. Clint Ralston, Operations 
Manager of Fine Cut said he believes Fine Cut was 
chosen for this project based on their strong reputation 
for excellence as well as their experience with jobs like 
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 COMPANY PROFILE

Fine Cut Drilling & Sawing is headquartered in Pleasant Hill, 
Missouri. Their core leaders have been working in concrete cutting 
for over 20 years. They have a fleet of 10 trucks and over 40 
employees. Services offered include wire sawing, slab sawing, wall 
sawing, hand sawing, chain sawing, grinding and polishing services, 
GPR scanning and container rental for demolition purposes.  
They have been a member of CSDA since 2016.

RESOURCES

General Contractor 
Ark Wrecking Co.

CSDA Contractor 
Fine Cut Drilling and Sawing

Contact for Story: Clint Ralston

Email: clint@finecutusa.com

Tel: 816-540-5787

Website: www.finecutusa.com

Methods Used 
Core Drilling, Wall Sawing, Wire Sawing

this. Brent Morgan, Vice President and Project Manager 
at Ark Wrecking, went on to say about working with Fine 
Cut, “Fine cut was great to work with on this project. 
They started and finished their scope of work just as it was 
scheduled. They worked quickly and safely throughout the 
project. Accurate daily logs were kept and submitted, and 
the work was completed on schedule and within budget.”

These CSDA contractors once again prove that there 
is no substitute for knowledgeable operators when a job 
needs to be done safely and correctly. Ralston said about this 
project, “We are proud of our Tulsa crew for their efficiency 
and ability to keep the project costs within budget, as well 
as their precision in completing this job successfully.” The 
speed and accuracy of skilled operators will always be a 
time and cost saver while maintaining the highest of safety 
standards remains priceless.

REVIEW AND COMMENT ON THIS ARTICLE AT:  
WWW.CONCRETEOPENINGS.COM

Concrete Cases  cont inued
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IACDS President’s Insight

E
very time I’m asked to share some thoughts for Concrete 
Openings, I’m excited to see which topic will take 
center stage. This time I was managed to be surprised 
again: women and concrete. That’s exciting, because 

aside from a few exceptions, women are clearly underrepresented 
in the concrete renovation industry. This is despite the fact that the 
machines are becoming ever lighter and the operation no longer only 
depends on muscle power and grip. People would be surprised what 
women who work in the industry from all parts of the world could 
report on this topic.

At this point, I would like to remind you that it has already been 
3.5 years since I was elected President of the IACDS at Bauma. 
Unfortunately, during this time, we have had few opportunities to 
experience what it truly means to be involved in the IACDS: come 
together, talk together and ultimately work together!

We have had to rethink, but we used the time and introduced new 
ways of coming together.

Since 2021, we have been offering webinars on various topics 
in the drilling and sawing industry. The speakers are always different 
specialists from their respective areas. I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank the speakers for their support, without which this 
series would not be possible.

Once again, we have successfully carried out the structure survey. 
This enables us to document the development of the drilling and sawing 
industry in an international context and to identify our own location.

What makes me particularly happy is that we have received a lot 
of encouragement and extremely positive feedback for our yearbook. 
Once again, it offers our partners and members the opportunity to 
present themselves on a variety of topics. It is appearing this year 
for the third time and has a focus on education and training. One of 
the most important topics in our industry is the training and further 
education of our employees. I cannot point out often enough that the 
quality of our work and the public perception of our industry largely 
depends on the quality of our employees. And here, too, women are 
clearly in the minority.

These are the last words that I may address to you at this point. 
After three and a half years, my tenure ends at Bauma.

The new president will be elected at the annual general meeting, 
which will take place on October 27th, 2022, as part of Bauma. Our 
friend and colleague from the CSDA, Douglas Walker, is nominated.

Last but not least, I would also like to thank my colleagues on the 
Management Board and the team around Jose Blanco for the excellent 
cooperation, even under difficult conditions.

I hope to see you at Bauma.
Yours, Michael Findeis

MICHAEL FINDEIS
IACDS President
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T
he Bipartisan Infrastructure Law 
(BIL), which is expected to be 
signed on November 15, 2021, 
will provide significant public 

investment in US transportation networks, 
broadband, and public works projects. 
The legislation seeks to address a broad 
range of critical needs in the United States’ 
built environment, which was recently 
rated C-minus by the American Society of 
Civil Engineers.1 The act will modernize 
the country’s aging infrastructure through 
extensive upgrades for roads and bridges. 
The BIL further provides funding to replace 
lead pipes that provide drinking water and 
to remediate pollution in disadvantaged 
communities—thus helping to build a more 
inclusive, sustainable economy. Welcome to 
the first article in our new series, Reinvesting 
in America. Here, we break down BIL 
spending in five exhibits.

The legislation seeks to address a 
broad range of critical needs in the United 
States’ built environment, which was 
recently rated C-minus by the American 
Society of Civil Engineers.

From the top  
The act allocates an estimated $1.2 

trillion in total funding over ten years, 
including $550 billion in new spending during 
the next five, divided between improving the 
surface-transportation network ($284 billion) 
and society’s core infrastructure ($266 billion). 

Priority investments in transportation 
The act will include funding for a range of issues, in two categories. First, in transportation, 

the act proposes funding for roads and bridges; passenger and freight rail; airports, ports, and 
waterways; public transit; electric vehicles; safety; and reconnecting communities.

Priority investments in core 
infrastructure 

BIL also funds core infrastructure, 
including the power grid, broadband, 
water, environmental resiliency, and 
environmental remediation.

The Business of Business

Public & Social Sector Practice –  
The U.S. Bipartisan Infrastructure Law: 
Breaking it Down
What’s in it?  
What does it  
aim to do?

The US Bipartisan Infrastructure Law will authorize $550 billion in new spending.

¹“Fact sheet: President Biden announces support for the Bipartisan Infrastructure Framework,” June 24, 2021, white-
house.gov. ²Numbers presented for 5-year spending horizon; “Updated fact sheet: Bipartisan Infrastructure Investment 
and Jobs Act,” August 2, 2021, whitehouse.gov. Source: CBO cost estimate analysis; Infrastructure Investment and 
Jobs Act of 2021, H.R. 3684, 117th Cong. (2021)

The US Bipartisan Infrastructure Law will 
provide $284 billion in new spending for 
transportation.

¹Department of Transportation. ²Department of the 
Interior. Source: Infrastructure Investment and Jobs 
Act of 2021, H.R. 3684, 117th Cong. (2021)

The US Bipartisan Infrastructure Law will 
commit $266 billion in new spending on 
core infrastructure: Power, water, broad-
band, and the environment.
Source: Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act of 
2021, H.R. 3684, 117th Cong. (2021)

Expanding agency budgets  
The Department of Transportation 

will direct the largest portion of the act’s 
investments. Several other agencies will also 
see their budgets expand. Investments will 
go to five main areas: agency programs and 
operations, grants calculated by a formula, 
competitive grants, loans, and the Highway 
Trust Fund.
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The Department of Transportation will direct more than half of all new funding  
under the US Bipartisan Infrastructure Law.

Note: Numbers may not sum to 100%, because of rounding. ¹Agencies: DOT = Department of Transportation; 
EPA = Environmental Protection Agency; DOE = Department of Energy; DOC = Department of Commerce; DOI = 
Department of the Interior; DHS = Department of Homeland Security. “Other” includes Department of Agriculture, 
Federal Communications Commission, and Department of Health & Human Services. ²Grants given to state and 
local governments based on set formulas and metrics (eg, population size, miles of road). ³Grants awarded to 
state and local governments based on a competitive application process. 4Includes funding for federal-agency 
procurements and operations (eg, Department of Interior western water projects). Source: CBO estimates of 
appropriations and outlays; Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act of 2021, H.R. 3684, 117th Cong. (2021)

The US Bipartisan Infrastructure Law will direct spending on formula 
grants to each of the 50 states.
Source: Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act of 2021, H.R. 3684, 117th Cong. (2021); 
White House state-by-state fact sheets, August 4, 2021, whitehouse.gov.

State by state  
Some $300 billion in formula 

grants (including allocations to 
the Highway Trust Fund) will be 
disbursed through the BIL. These 
formula grants provide predetermined 
funding to states based on various 
factors (for example, population 
size). Most formula-based funding 
is dedicated to roads and bridges—
and most of that is dedicated to the 
two states with the most highway 
infrastructure: Texas and California.

While the BIL aims to bring much-needed 
investment to the aging infrastructure of the 
United States, the legislation also raises new 
questions, such as how to balance integrity, 
equity, and efficiency in administering new 
funds; how to scale up loan and grant 
programs quickly; how to ensure that new 
programs are designed to meet the evolving 
needs of individuals and businesses; and 
how to embed sustainability and equity in 
new infrastructure investments. By answering 
these and other important questions, 
government and business leaders can help 
ensure that the BIL delivers a transformation 
for the US economy.

The act allocates an estimated  $1.2 
trillion in total funding over ten years, 
including $550 billion in new spending 
during the next five.

This article is a collaborative effort by Justin 
Badlam, Tony D’Emidio, Rob Dunn, Adi Kumar, and 
Sara O’Rourke, representing views from McKinsey’s 
Public & Social Sector Practice. 
Justin Badlam is an expert in McKinsey’s 
Washington, DC, office, where Tony D’Emidio is a 
partner, Adi Kumar is a senior partner, and Sara 
O’Rourke is a partner; Rob Dunn is a consultant 
in the New York office. The authors would like to 
thank Sharline Mata and Fatima Shahbaz for their 
contributions to this article.
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Concrete Cases

W
hen it comes to fast, efficient 
deep foundation systems, 
helical piers are gaining traction 
with contractors across 
the country. This anchoring 
method offers minimal ground 

disturbance and leaves no spoils. There’s also no cure 
time involved — unlike micro piles or other systems 
—allowing for immediate loading and accelerated 
project timelines. However, achieving these benefits 
often comes with site-specific challenges, especially 
in retrofit applications. While helical piers might 
provide an ideal solution, finding electric equipment 
with the necessary power-to-weight ratio to access 
emission-restricted spaces, such as basements and 
older buildings with low floor loads, can be difficult.

Remote-
Controlled 
Demolition 
Equipment 
Solves 
Challenging 
Helical Pier 
Application
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Concrete Cases  cont inued

It’s a problem that St. Louis-based contractor Drilling 
Service Co. faced on a recent warehouse retrofit near 
the city’s The Hill neighborhood. The location required 
zero emissions, which limited the company’s equipment 
selection. The company turned to CSDA member Brokk 
Inc. for a powerful electric solution. The Brokk 500 not 
only provided necessary torque, but also offered unrivaled 
maneuverability that helped Drilling Service Co. overcome 
several unforeseen challenges to complete the project on 
time and within budget. 

At first glance, the brief seemed straightforward: 
retrofit a 100-plus-year-old manufacturing facility to 
support new equipment with heavier loads than the 
building was designed for. However, site-specific challenges 
quickly piled up, resulting in a more complex project. The 
single-story warehouse, located in a traditionally industrial 
neighborhood near the river, likely sat on contaminated 
soil, requiring an installation method that limited spoils. 
Additionally, the facility wouldn’t allow the use of diesel-
powered equipment within the building. This meant that 
even though there was plenty of room to maneuver larger 
diesel-powered equipment, the selected contractor would 
need to find an electric solution. 

The project’s general manager approached Drilling 
Service Co. based on their long history of delivering 
intelligent and efficient underground solutions. The family-
owned company, now in its third generation, has been 
serving the St. Louis area for 66 years. During that time, 
the company has invested heavily in people and cutting-
edge technology, remaining at the forefront of the drilling 
industry by embracing new methods to provide safe, 
effective results. For a company synonymous with quality, 
customer-focused solutions for drilled shafts, dewatering 
systems, earth retention, micro piles, rock anchors 
and more, the warehouse retrofit presented a unique 
opportunity to explore an exciting new process — robotic 
helical pier installation.

Installing helical piers requires a robust hydraulic 
system and a specialized drive head that can provide not 
only downward force, but rotational pressure. Drilling 
Service Co. would traditionally run the drive head from the 
auxiliary hydraulics of a mini excavator or skid steer, but 
with the zero-emission requirement, they knew they’d have 
to come up with a creative solution. The project required 
driving large helical piers that were 4.5” diameter pipe 
with a 16” diameter helical plate 20-25’ down to refuse 
on bedrock. After establishing the required loads, they 
reached out to Ideal Group, the helical pier designer and 
manufacturer, to discuss equipment options. 
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COMPANY PROFILE

Drilling Service Co. is a specialty contractor based in the Midwest 
involved in the construction of drilled shaft foundations, large 
diameter shafts, earth retention systems, rock anchors and tiebacks, 
micropiles, helical piers, dewatering systems, limited-access drilling, 
and pressure grouting. With over 65 years of history working in every 
conceivable subsurface condition, Drilling Service Co. offers the best 
possible combination of sophisticated technology, modern equipment, 
knowledgeable and professional personnel, and proven, practical 
experience.

RESOURCES

General Contractor
Drilling Service Co.

CSDA Member 
Brokk Inc.

Contact for Story:
Jeff Keeling

Tel: 800-621-7856

Email: jeff.keeling@brokkinc.com

Website: www.Brokk.com

Methods Used
Robotic Demolition

Ideal connected Drilling Company Co. with Brokk who 
arranged a one-month rental of a Brokk 500. Ideal Group 
provided a Digga with a 30ADS anchor drive head and custom 
mounting bracket. With the rental, Brokk provided training for 
Drilling Service Co. employees at their St. Joseph, Missouri, 
demonstration and service center. The Drilling Service 
Co. team had extensive experience with hydraulic drilling 
equipment, which gave them some familiarity with the basic 
functions. However, working with the Brokk robot’s remote 
operation gave them a new perspective, allowing them to stand 
back and observe installation from a safe distance. The training 
covered specifics of the Brokk machine including maneuvering 
it, setting the outriggers, operating the arm and running the 
drive head.

With its team trained and the helical piers delivered, 
Drilling Service Co. was ready to get to work. The general 
contractor started by saw cutting an approximately 2’ wide 
section in the 6” thick floor slab running the length of each new 
grade beam to expose the soil below. However, plans quickly 
hit a snag when the crew discovered a layer of urban rubble 
less than a foot below the slab. Operators found grapefruit- to 
beachball-sized fragments of cement, brick and old rebar from 
demolished buildings. The helical only has a small pitch and 
could have advanced through gravel sized rubble, but this was 
too large.

Drilling Service Co. quickly revised their plan. Before 
installing the piers, they needed to pre-drill holes through the 
rubble, which was between 10’-12’ thick. Attaching a 16” diameter 
core barrel and auger to the drive head, the team simply used the 
Brokk to drill through the rubble to the soil below. 

Once the Brokk created a void through the rubble, the lead 
of the helical pier was driven through the soil below until it 
reached bedrock. As installation progressed, 5’ and 10’ sections 
were added with the team constantly monitoring the drive 
head and hydraulic pressure for optimal torque output. The 
Brokk 500’s 23’ reach allowed the team to access helical pier 
locations and Brokk’s 41kW motor was easily powered by a 
100kW generator positioned outside the building. 

More than half of the 46 helical pier positions needed to be 
pre-drilled. With pier installation complete, operators capped 
the end of each pipe and the general contractor then cast the 
capped pipe into a grade beam that was reinforced with rebar, 
becoming the foundation for the facility’s new equipment. 
Thanks to the professionalism of the team and the versatility 
of the Brokk, the work progressed quickly, allowing Drilling 
Service Co. to complete the entire project in just three weeks. 
With a week left on their rental, the contractor was able to 

complete another helical pier installation, this time at a St. 
Louis landmark. 

The Muny, a permanent outdoor theater in Forest Park 
which hosted its first production in 1916, was installing an 
elevator as part of a larger renovation project. The project 
required 17 helical piers of the same size Drilling Service 
Co. was using on the warehouse retrofit. With the Brokk 
already equipped with the drive head, the team was able 
to quickly relocate to the new jobsite. The crew could 
only access the elevator shaft through a narrow pergola, 
so the compact size of the Brokk, with 5’ x 3” transport 
width, provided a huge benefit. Additionally, the reach and 
maneuverability of the Brokk’s three-part arm increased 
efficiency, allowing operators to access several piers from a 
single spot, minimizing the need to reposition the machine 
in the confined space. 

The Muny project wrapped up in a week and Drilling 
Service Co. retuned the Brokk 500 — until the next time. 
“At heart, we’re a company of problem solvers who is always 
looking for new ways to increase safety and efficiency,” said 
Kyle Murphy, Project Engineer for Drilling Service Co. 
“Everyone on the team brings their best ideas to the table. 
When we were approached with this project, we recognized 
it as an opportunity to explore new equipment options.”

Concrete Cases  cont inued
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Recognizing and Treating Heat Illness

Industry Bits cont inuedCore Health

A
s we roll into fall, the hot summer 
days haven’t gotten the memo 
just yet. It is important to continue 
to practice heat safety in the late 

summer and early fall as the heat can be just as 
dangerous into those later months. No matter 
how long an area’s summer is, chances are, it 
will be hot, sunny and possibly humid. All these 
factors combine to create dangerous working 
conditions for concrete contractors working in an 
outdoor environment. 

Heat illness can be a life-threatening 
condition, especially if not treated properly. 
It is brought on by many variables, including, 
but not limited to, high temperatures, high 
humidity, sun exposure and dehydration. 
Because heat illness can quickly turn from a 
mild condition that can be easily treated to a 
life-threatening condition, it is important for all 
concrete contractors to be aware of the signs 
of heat illness and how to properly treat it. 

As always, the best treatment is 
prevention. Heat illness prevention has been 
discussed in previous Core Health articles 
(Concrete Openings, June 2010 and June 
2012) and in a CSDA Toolbox Safety Tip (TST 
#109-A). Once heat illness has progressed to 
the stage of heat exhaustion, an immediate 
response and possible emergency transport 
may be necessary. Below, we will discuss 
each stage of heat illness, how to identify the 
symptoms of each stage and recommended 
treatment. 

IDENTIFICATION
Heat Rash:  Heat rash occurs when 
excessive sweat gets trapped under your 
skin, blocking your sweat glands. The skin 
will appear red, may be itchy and might feel 
tingly or prickly. You might also notice small 
bumps or blisters in areas where your skin 
rubs or cannot breathe (armpits, elbows, 
knee creases and the groin area). 
Heat Cramps:  Heat cramps are extremely 
painful muscle spasms that occur most often 
in the calf and abdomen, but can occur in 
any muscle in the body. Heat cramps are 
usually brought on by dehydration and the 
associated loss of electrolytes and minerals 
in the body. Body temperature remains 
normal, but the skin feels cool and moist to 
the touch. 

Heat Exhaustion:  Heat exhaustion results 
from inadequate replacement of fluids lost 
through sweating. Workers may develop 
heat exhaustion if heat cramps are not 
treated properly. Workers who are in poor 
physical condition and exposed to long 
periods of heat are more likely to develop 
heat exhaustion. Any worker who is, or 
recently has been ill is more likely to develop 
heat exhaustion. Other causes include poor 
nutrition (like a fast-food breakfast or lunch), 
recovering from a hangover and a high 
consumption of energy drinks. Symptoms of 
heat exhaustion include:
• Quick, shallow breathing
• Heavy sweating and thirst
• Muscle cramps
• Headache and irritability
• Elevated body temperature and heart rate
• Weak, quick pulse
• Moist, cool skin. Pale skin color
• Nausea, vomiting and diarrhea
• Decrease in urination
• Dizziness, weakness, lack of coordination 

and fainting
Heat stroke:  Unlike heat rash, heat cramps 
and heat exhaustion, heat stroke is a serious, 
life-threatening emergency. It can occur 
suddenly and without warning. A worker will 
sometimes not experience or admit to any 
signs of heat cramps or heat exhaustion. The 
possibility of death from heatstroke can be 
significantly reduced if body temperature is 
lowered to normal (98.6°F/37°C) within 45 
minutes. The longer the body temperature is 

elevated above 104°F, the higher the mortality 
rate. Symptoms of heat stroke are:
• A quick, strong pulse
• Dizziness, fainting, loss of consciousness
• Slurred speech, confusion, agitation, 

hallucinations, altered mental state
• Dry, red, hot skin
• Nausea
• Temperature of 104OF or higher
• Muscle twitching
• Seizures
• Hyperventilation
• No sweating despite the heat and humidity

TREATMENT
Heat rash: Simply cool the person down by 
applying cool compresses or cloths, increase 
airflow if possible and be sure to hydrate. 
Symptoms of heat rash will resolve once 
normal sweating can resume. 
Heat cramps: A worker experiencing heat 
cramps should immediately ingest a large 
amount of water or sports drink and stretch 
the affected muscle. If possible, ice should be 
applied to the muscle to reduce pain and the 
likelihood of heat cramps reoccurring. The 
worker should rest for as long as possible, as 
reoccurrence of heat cramps is likely. 
Heat exhaustion: Steps should be taken to 
cool the body down immediately and replace 
fluids. Fluid replacement is primary, and the 
worker should be moved to a cool, shaded 
location and take small sips of cold water. 
If the worker does not show improvement 
within several minutes, they should be taken 
to the hospital for further evaluation and 

By:  Erin O’Brien
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treatment. It is not recommended for a worker 
who has experienced heat exhaustion to 
return to any job in a warm environment for 
the remainder of the day. 
Heat stroke: The most important thing to do 
for the worker is to lower body temperature 
dramatically and immediately. Remove them 
from the hot environment, or at least the 
sun, and quickly use ice water, cool towels, 
fans and shade to bring down the body 
temperature. Move them indoors or to an 
air-conditioned vehicle if possible. Remove 
or loosen tight or heavy clothing and elevate 
their feet. Transport the worker to the hospital 
as quickly as possible, whether it is by 
ambulance or driving the worker there. Fluid 
replacement is not important in this case, the 
most important thing is to cool the worker 
down immediately and emergency transport to 
the hospital. 

The risk of heat illness increases when 
the outdoor “feels like” temperature is above 
80°F, and is especially dangerous when it 
goes above 95°F. Figure 1 is the OSHA Heat 
Index chart and is a good way to calculate 
the “feels like” temperature using the ambient 
air temperature and relative humidity. An air 
temperature of 82°F with relative humidity 
at 60% produces a manageable “feels like” 
temperature of 84°F, but when the temperature 
jumps to 88°F and humidity rises to 80%, the 
“feels like” temperature is now a dangerous 
106°F. Direct sun exposure amplifies these 
temperatures. Safety managers should 
always consider the temperature, humidity, 
wind speed and sun exposure on a jobsite 
to ensure workers have access to the 
preventative measures they need and 
outdoor work should be modified if the 
“feels like” temperature is too high. A digital 
psychrometer will measure the Wet Bulb 
Globe Temperature (WBGT) which includes 
measurements for temperature, humidity, 
dew point and heat index. This is your best 
and most efficient tool in determining the risk 
for your workers at a specific jobsite. Digital 
psychrometers cost about $100-$150 and are 
an essential tool on the jobsite, especially in 
the western and southern states. 

Again, remember that the best treatment 
is prevention. All workers should be properly 
hydrated while on the job, before and after 
they are at work. The type of hydration 
is important as well. Water and sports 
drinks are the best choices, anything with 
caffeine (coffee, soda, energy drinks) or high 
levels of sugar (fruit juice, sweet tea, soda) 
should be avoided. Energy drinks (Red Bull, 

edcoinc.com • 800-638-3326 • sales@edcoinc.com • edcoed.comedcoinc.com • 800-638-3326 • sales@edcoinc.com • edcoed.com

SAWING CONCRETE DOESN’T 
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STAND UP
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Rockstar, Monster, AMP) can be especially 
dangerous, as these not only will dehydrate 
a worker, but also increase their heart rate, 
which makes them more susceptible to 
heat illness. A perfectly healthy worker who 
is physically active and acclimated to the 
heat can easily develop heat illness after 
ingesting an energy drink. 

All concrete renovation workers should 
be aware of the signs and symptoms of the 
different types of heat illness and be aware 
of the most effective treatment for each. 
Older and less physically active workers are 
especially at risk. Keeping an eye on fellow 

workers during the long, hot days of summer 
will help keep everyone safe and able to 
effectively deal with the heat. 

Erin O’Brien, MS, ATC is a Certified Athletic 
Trainer and VP/COO for O’Brien International, the 
association management company that manages 
the Concrete Sawing & Drilling Association. 
O’Brien received her Bachelor of Science degree 
in Athletic Training from Ohio University and her 
Master of Science degree in Applied Physiology 
and Kinesiology from the University of Florida. 
She is a regular contributor to Concrete Openings 
magazine. She can be reached at erin@csda.org or 
727-577-5002. 
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Safety Counts

Why the Switch to Safety Helmets  
is a Good Decision

T
raumatic 
brain injuries 
(TBIs) happen 
frequently 

in industrial 
environments, including 
the construction, 
manufacturing, 
transportation, agriculture and 
mining sectors. However, 
the CDC states that the 
“construction industry has 
the greatest number of 
fatal and nonfatal traumatic 
brain injuries (TBIs) among 
U.S. workplaces.”

FALLS MAKE UP 
ABOUT 35 PERCENT 
OF ALL CONSTRUCTION 
ACCIDENTS 

Construction is a perilous 
industry with a cornucopia of 
risks and hazards due to dropped 
objects, trips, slips and falls, working 
at heights, struck-by accidents, 
exposure to chemicals and concrete hazards 
and the list goes on and on. 

Although numerous risks co-exist at 
construction jobsites, it’s important to 
remember that falls make up about 35 percent 
of all construction accidents. According to 
OSHA, “65 percent of the construction industry 
works on scaffolds,” so construction workers 

are at high risk for TBIs and their life-threatening 
or life-long consequences.  

Some common traumatic brain injuries 
that plague the construction industry 
include concussions (mild TBI), skull 
fractures, brain hemorrhages, head bruises 
or contusions or hematoma. 

TBI can lead to severe 
disabilities, including 
amnesia, coma and even 
death. The injury is tricky 
too because symptoms, 
like persistent headaches, 
confusion and speaking 
more slowly than usual, 
may show up several days 
or weeks after the accident. 

Harnesses, guardrail 
systems and personal fall 

arrest systems are key pieces 
of conventional fall protection 
when workers are working six feet 

or more above a lower level. This 
type of PPE helps prevent the fall 
from happening. However, when 
a worker slips, trips or falls or is 
smacked by a dropped object on 
his or her head, the proper type of 
head protection is needed. 

INNOVATIONS IN HEAD 
PROTECTION 

For over a century, hard hats reigned 
supreme as the go-to PPE for protection 
against head injuries. However, it is 
somewhat ironic that the iconic hard hat was 
not designed to protect from slips, trips and 
falls, which are how most head injuries occur, 
leading “to over half of fatal work-related 
TBIs,” according to a 2016 NIOSH study.

Don’t let your construction site turn into a risky business 
for your work crews.
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The traditional hard hat, while beloved 
by construction workers far and wide, was 
designed to defend against dropped objects 
and flying debris, providing protection primarily 
at the top of the head. The traditional hard 
hat was not engineered to protect against the 
injuries from slips, trips and falls, which are 
often angled impacts that affect the top, back 
and side of the head. 

If a worker wearing a hard hat falls from 
a roof, ladder or scaffold, the hard hat may 
not protect him or her, especially if it falls off 
the worker’s head during the fall. Most hard 
hats don’t have built-in chin straps, which 
are necessary to keep the hard hat where it 
belongs—on the worker’s head. Plus, traditional 
hard hats don’t provide lateral or back-of-the-
head protection, which is very important should 
an employee fall or trip. 

Despite the cultural significance and long-
term use of the hard hat, the safety industry 
is becoming more aware of the hard hat’s 
limitations. Is there a silver lining to these 
limitations? Yes. The hard hat’s limitations have 
become a springboard to innovation, giving rise 
to the safety helmet, which has its roots in the 
climbing and cycling helmets used in sports. 

HARD HATS VERSUS SAFETY HELMETS 
Both hard hats and safety helmets 

provide protection against head injuries, 
but the engineering, advanced design and 
the features of the safety helmet offer more 
protection, especially where slips, trips and 
falls are concerned.  

Falls are such a menace in construction 
worker fatalities that they are included in 
OSHA’s “Fatal Four” list, which also includes 
electrocutions, being struck by objects and 
being caught in or between objects. 

Falls were responsible for 38 percent of all 
construction worker deaths in Fiscal Year 2020, 
so the importance of having enhanced head 
protection should be a primary consideration in 
every safety program. General contractor Clark 
Construction has done more than consider 
enhanced head protection, it has made safety 
helmets a requirement. 

Clark Construction, the first general 
contractor to implement a corporate-wide 
safety helmet requirement, recently announced 
in a May 2022 press release that it “will require 
all craft workers to wear safety helmets that 
meet certain performance standards and that 
are equipped with an integrated four-point chin 
strap on all new projects starting on August 1, 
2022.” This requirement further solidifies the 

Futuristic technologies will continue to 
revolutionize head protection by turning safety 
helmets into a “wearable smart device,” 
complete with wireless connectivity and 
power management technologies. These 
innovations will allow workers to connect 
with a remote command center via sensors, 
camera, and microphones. A smart helmet’s 
remote communications and the ability to 
push a single button for help will improve 
job safety, productivity, activity tracking and 
provide the location of the worker should an 
emergency arise.  

Another technological advance in head 
protection is the Multi-directional Impact 
Protection System (MIPS). By using a 
low-friction layer of polycarbonate plastic, 
MIPS allows the head to move inside the 
helmet, which reduces the rotational motion. 
The low-friction layer allows a sliding motion 
in any direction. When that rotational motion 
is redirected, the risk of brain tissue strain 
is reduced. This is important because 
construction accident impacts often occur with 
rotational motion, and our brains are about 
six to seven times more sensitive to rotational 
motion than to linear impacts. 

BUILD IT BETTER—PROTECT  
WORKERS BETTER 

Construction pros try to build better every 
day to build our communities and roads and to 
restore our crumbling infrastructure. They play 
a big role in our lives, and they deserve better 
head protection—the kind that protects them 
from injuries at the top, back and side of the 
head. Construction work is demanding work. 
It’s physical. It’s dangerous. It’s hot and sweaty. 
It’s tough. And it’s rough out there. 

Don’t let your construction site turn into a 
risky business for your work crews. Protect your 
crew with the best PPE and don’t compromise 
on head protection. When you make the switch 
to safety helmets, you’ll reduce traumatic brain 
injuries, save lives, and experience long-term 
cost savings from reduced accidents and 
insurance claims. It’s a no-brainer because 
protecting the head with safety helmets is the 
safer solution.  

Mary Padron is a senior marketing and 
communications specialist at Radians, a top-tier 
PPE manufacturer with an extensive line of PPE 
for men and women, including safety helmets, 
work gloves, hi-vis apparel, vision and hearing 
protection, tether products, FR workwear, and 
more. www.radians.com. Source: ohsonline.com

company’s commitment to ensuring enhanced 
head protection for workers on its jobsites. 

“Traditional hard hats are no longer the 
best option to protect the safety and well-
being of the men and women on construction 
sites and just about everybody knows that,” 
said Kris Manning, senior vice president 
of safety at Clark. “The time is now for us 
to evolve as an industry and expedite the 
adoption of safety helmets.”

Five key benefits of choosing a safety 
helmet over a hard hat include: 
• Less chance of injury to the worker 
• Less worker’s compensation claims 
• Increased productivity 
• Reduced risk and fewer insurance claims 
• Longer life cycle as safety helmets typically 

last longer than hard hats 

DON’T LET COST AMBUSH  
IMPROVED SAFETY 

Granted, the investment in safety helmets 
is more costly upfront than hard hats, just 
like LED lightbulbs are more expensive than 
incandescent lightbulbs. But don’t let costs get 
in the way of a good decision. 

When first introduced, the public resisted 
switching from incandescent lightbulbs to LED 
lightbulbs. Like safety helmets, the price was 
higher, and the cooler color of LED bulbs was 
different from the traditional amber light of 
incandescent bulbs that everyone was used to. 
Likewise, the sleek, low-profile shape of safety 
helmets is different from the traditional hard 
hat that construction and industrial workers are 
used to. 

Our qualms about LED bulbs were 
eventually soothed when we saw how long 
they lasted and how they saved on electricity 
over time. Although more expensive upfront, 
the long-term advantages became obvious to 
everyone and now purchasing LED bulbs is the 
new normal, having a green impact to boot. 

Perhaps safety helmets will follow the path 
of LED bulbs, becoming the new normal in 
industrial head protection, admired for its long-
term protective advantages for both the worker 
and the company. 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR THE SAFETY HELMET? 
Increased awareness about the advantages 

of safety helmets will lead to more demand and 
growth for this product. Grandview Research 
reports that “the safety helmet market was 
valued at USD 1.8 billion in 2019 and is 
expected to grow at a compound annual growth 
rate (CAGR) of five percent to reach USD 2.72 
billion by 2027.” 
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Industry Bits

Don Spaziani

Hilti Opens up its ON!TRACK tool tracking APP
Hilti North America, an innovator of tools, technology, software 
and services to the commercial construction industry, is leading a 
fundamental shift in how customers run their businesses with the 
launch of ON!Track Unite, a new open Application Programming 
Interface (API) for software integration. The platform transforms 
what is often complex and manual-based into a seamless digital 
experience, unifying data from multiple sources, increasing data 
quality and consistency and automating processes involving ON!Track 
Tool Tracking and Asset Management and other software. 

In 2015, Hilti launched construction asset management solution 
ON!Track to help solve problems related to managing assets, services, 
workers and safety certifications. The company is building on the 
software with the release of ON!Track Unite, an add-on which makes 
using ON!Track even more efficient and unified. The open API 
facilitates a seamless exchange of data between ON!Track and other 
applications construction professionals use to run their businesses.

The platform is designed to support two main integration 
scenarios. Customers can use off-the-shelf integrations available 
on the marketplace, or create their own integrations by leveraging 
the ON!Track Unite open API. Developers can rely on guidance and 
modern API documentation on the ON!Track Unite hub to easily 
build scalable integrations. Construction software players can offer 
joint customers a pre-built integration between ON!Track and the 
application they develop or distribute, which can be listed on the 
integration marketplace. The marketplace already includes many 
integrations, including Fieldwire, Trackunit, Procore and Viewpoint, 
a leading construction Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). Hilti has 
plans to offer even more integrations soon.

In recent years, Hilti has made major investments to digitize the 
construction industry and extend its digital Internet of Things (IoT) 
portfolio. Today’s announcement follows the brand’s recent acquisition 
of the project management software Fieldwire, a partnership with 
Trackunit in the heavy equipment telematics space, and the launch of 
Nuron, an all-new 22-volt cordless platform with built-in connectivity.

For More Information
Contact: Mike Ogulnick
Tel: 972-202-6178
Email: Michael.ogulnick@hilti.com
www.hilti.com

Don Spaziani Named Service Manager 
for Brokk East Coast
Brokk, the world’s leading manufacturer of remote-controlled 
demolition machines, has hired Don Spaziani as Service Manager 
for Brokk East Coast, located in Stanhope, New Jersey. Brokk East 
Coast, which houses Brokk and Aquajet inventory, offers operator 
training, equipment demonstrations, parts and repairs. Spaziani 
is responsible for building a service team in that location and 
expanding repair and refurbishment services in the region. 

“An important aspect of supporting our customers’ success is 
giving them easy access to service,” said Lars Lindgren, president 
of Brokk Inc. “We’ve been growing rapidly, and the time is right 
to expand services in the eastern U.S. and Canada. Don has 
decades of experience building and leading service departments 
and providing outstanding customer service. Our customers 
will benefit from the team he assembles that specializes in the 
unique needs of Brokk and Aquajet equipment. We are pleased to 
welcome him to our team.” 

Spaziani, who lives in Montville, New Jersey, brings 35 years of 
industry experience to his position at Brokk Inc. After graduating 
from the Engine City Technical Institute in Union, New Jersey, he 
started his career as a mechanic at a Caterpillar dealership in the 
area and worked his way up to service manager. He then joined 
John Deere Construction and Forestry Equipment Company as 
regional service/warranty manager, covering nine branches 
extending from Maine to New York. 

He most recently worked as a regional service manager for the 
local John Deere Construction and Forestry dealership that 
covers New York City, the Hudson Valley and Northern New 
Jersey. During his nine years in that role, he led the creation of a 
new Long Island branch that included 12 mechanics and offered 
service, parts, rentals and sales. 

“Brokk and Aquajet are known for providing excellent service 
and support, and I look forward to building a team that carries on 
that tradition,” Spaziani said. “We’ll be working hard every day to 
provide outstanding product support to keep our customers up 
and running.”

For More Information
Contact: Jeff Keeling 
Tel: 1-800-621-7856
Email: jeff.keeling@brokkinc.com
www.brokk.com
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Women’s Association of Concrete Professionals 
Launches a New Nonprofit Organization for 
Women in Concrete and Concrete Construction
In April of 2022, the Women’s Association of Concrete Professionals (WACP) 
was officially incorporated as a non-profit 501(c)(6). 

The WACP board is composed of six professional women from different 
areas of the concrete industry, including slurry waste management, 
decorative concrete, flatwork, manufacturing and sales. It is open to any 
woman in the concrete or concrete construction field who wishes to join. 

The mission of WACP is a commitment to mentoring, training, supporting, 
positively impacting and empowering women in the concrete industry, 
now and into the future. Founder and President Sarah Bryan said of the 
organization’s launch, “We realized the lack of resources for women in our 
trade, so we made it a mission to provide the missing pieces and become 
the greatest resource for women in concrete.”

Memberships are available to any woman in the field, and many different 
Sponsorship offerings are available as well. Every woman who works in the 
concrete field is welcome and encouraged to join. If you’re an administrator, 
engineer, field staff, owner, representative, laborer, salesperson, 
manufacturer or marketer in a concrete-related industry such as flatwork 
and forms, ready-mix, decorative, paving, saw cutting, coring, distribution 
or manufacturing, the WACP wants to hear from you. 

For More Information
Contact: Sarah Bryan 
Tel: 248-210-1936
www.Wacponline.org

Spray. Let Sit. Wipe Clean.
Slurry splash is everywhere. It can be hard to manage, and even 
harder to clean. So we’ve launched a chemical for that caked slurry on 
your walls, beams and other vertical surfaces.  

Introducing Dissolve-FS (For Surfaces) - it’s a safe yet aggressive 
product that will dissolve caked slurry on vertical surfaces within 
minutes. Its unique foaming properties stick to the surface, allowing it 
to work at maximum efficiency. This new product also:  

Replaces traditional hydrochloric and sulfuric acid (it’s non-acidic) 

Dissolves calcium carbonate faster than muriatic acid

Can be used on walls, beams, paint, pipes and more 

It’s easy to use and apply – just add the product to a foam 
cannon, attach it to a power washer, let it sit for a few minutes 
and then wipe clean. Sounds easier than scraping it off, doesn’t 
it? That’s because it is! 

For More Information
Contact: Ryan Klacking
Tel: 313-334-7595
Email: rklacking@slurrymonster.com
www.slurrymonster.com

The GSSI Photo Content is Here!!
It’s time to start planning your submissions for the 2022 GSSI 
Photo Contest! Last year, we were blown away by the incredible 
participation in the Photo Contest and had so many amazing images 
submitted from your jobs and surveys all around the world. A few tips 
on how to take your winning picture:

• GSSI GPR system must be visible in the picture

• Include a person operating the system

• Consider the setting where the picture is taken - we enjoy seeing 
all kinds of different work environments

• Make sure the picture meets the contest requirements for 
resolution! If you are taking the picture with your cell phone 
camera, be sure it is set for a high-resolution image. You must 
provide a high-resolution copy of your Submission if you win.

The prizes for this year’s Photo Contest:

• Grand Prize: Canon EOS Rebel T7 DSLR Camera with Accessory 
Bundle (estimated retail value $800 USD)

• 2nd Place Prize: DJI Mini 2 Drone (estimated retail value:  
$450 USD)

• 3rd Place Prize: Oculus Quest 2 — Advanced All-In-One Virtual 
Reality Headset — 128 GB (estimated retail value: $300 USD)

For More Information
Contact: Jennifer Lighthall 
Tel: 603-893-1109
Email: lighthallj@geophysical.com 
www.geophysical.com

Hilti North America, a global leader providing innovative tools, 
technology, software and services to the commercial construction 
industry has streamlined the base plate design workflow for PROFIS 
Engineering Suite users by integrating the cloud-based software 
with Bentley’s RAM Structural System. The agreement with Bentley 
Systems, the infrastructure engineering software company, gives 
structural engineers and designers the ability to transfer designs 
quicker and more accurately between the two programs.

PROFIS Engineering Suite, a user-friendly, cloud-based application, 
helps handle the calculations and analysis of the different elements of 
a steel-to-concrete connection, including base plate and anchors, with 
easier iteration and thorough documentation. Now, RAM Structural 
System and PROFIS Engineering work together to streamline the 
workflow and help simplify the base plate anchor design process. Users 
can leverage the integration of RAM Structural System with the design 
power of PROFIS Engineering to easily import, design and export 
anchor and base plate designs, while ensuring accuracy and maximum 
productivity. PROFIS Engineering can receive all the information 
needed to the baseplate and connection design in a few short clicks, 
helping reduce the need for manual data transfer. This method will save 
up to one hour per design by optimizing your workflow.

Hilti customers can learn the benefits of using the RAM Structural 
System plugin for PROFIS Engineering by registering for the 
webinar Enhancing Design Productivity Through Software Integration. 
The webinar is presented in collaboration with Bentley Systems.

For More Information
Contact: Mike Ogulnick
Tel: 972-202-6178
Email: michael.ogulnick@hilti.com
www.hilti.com

Hilti and Bentley Make It Easier for 
Construction Engineers to Design Workflow 
with Software Integration  
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Hilti Unveils New Drilling Capabilities to 
BIM-Enabled Construction Jobsite Robot
Hilti Group, a global leader of tools, technology, software and 
services to the commercial construction industry, has released 
new features to the Hilti Jaibot, a semi-autonomous, mobile-drilling 
robot. The Jaibot now has the capability to drill on corrugated metal 
deck ceilings and concrete walls. The robot also has a range of new 
features to improve operator safety, ease-of-use and accuracy.

In support of complex ceiling types, the Jaibot can now identify 
and map installed profiles of corrugated sheet metal deck 
structures, align with the digital plans and automatically adapt 
planned drill holes to pre-defined installation zones. To avoid 
obstacles such as existing installations or structural elements, 
Jaibot detects these objects and can adjust its working area and 
arm movements accordingly. In addition, it can drill and mark holes 
in vertical concrete walls at heights between 0.9 and 4.8 meters. As 
in the past, the Jaibot executes drilling tasks automatically while 
the intuitive user interface enables the operator to ensure optimal 
placement and control.

Hilti is also releasing a range of features to improve safety, simplify 
use and improve accuracy. Providing workers with even greater 
protection against dust, the Jaibot’s vacuum system can be 
upgraded to deliver up to 30% higher dust removal performance. 
The integration of a new sensor system improves hole drilling 
depth accuracy and distance measuring. On the Hilti cloud 
application, customers benefit from new 2D structural floor 
or installation plan upload options which allow for increased 
background information, improved user management and filtering 
by diameter to establish a drilling path and plan execution, as well 
as enhanced reporting with features like Field-to-BIM data and 
drilling progress. An option to export data and print a 2D plan for 
potential field rework is also available.

Since its introduction in late 2020, Jaibot has been deployed on 
numerous construction projects globally, helping Mechanical, 
Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) installation contractors tackle 
productivity, safety and labor shortage challenges. The new features 
affirms the brand’s commitment to providing a robotic solution that 
supports customers where it is most needed.

For More Information
Contact: Mike Ogulnick
Tel: 972-202-6178
Email: michael.ogulnick@hilti.com
www.hilti.com

Industry Bits cont inued

Robert Tipton has joined 
Vacuworx as Executive 
Vice President
Vacuworx is pleased to announce that 
Robert Tipton has joined the team as 
Executive Vice President and been 
appointed as the company’s Chief Operating 
Officer. Robert joins our team with decades 
of knowledge in production and supply 
chain management, including strong 
executive leadership credentials and more 
than 20 years of experience operating in 
manufacturing environments. 

Tipton  was born and raised in the Tulsa 
area, he has been married for 21 years to 
wife Tracy and they have three children, 
aged 16, 14 and 8. He is a University of 
Tulsa Alumni, having completed both his 

BSBA and MBA there. He stays active 
in the community and his church and 
has been involved with Tulsa Boys’ 
Home and Big Brothers Big Sisters 
of Oklahoma mentorship programs. 
Moving forward, Robert’s focus will 
be on supporting the growth and 
diversification of our Lifting Systems 
and the development of business data 
to support our growing customer base 
of material handlers in search of safe, 
adaptable and time-effective material 
lifting solutions worldwide.

For More Information
Contact: Bill Solomon
Tel: 918-259-3050
Email: requests@vacuworx.com
www.vacuworx.com

Robert Tipton
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New Dimension in Surface Prep
Husqvarna Construction launches the first wave of its recently 
rebranded Blastrac and Diamatic surface preparation product 
range. As of June 17, the fully integrated offering that includes 
floor scrapers, shavers, scarifiers and floor grinders is available 
to order in the United States and Canada

With the first wave of rebranded Blastrac and Diamatic 
products, Husqvarna Construction further shapes and 
complements its offering for floor grinding, scarifying, shaving 
and scraping. Levi Smiley, Product Marketing Manager for 
Surface Preparation, outlines the new product offerings: 
“Bolstering Husqvarna’s current concrete grinding offering 
comes some exciting new products – with the addition of 
scarifiers, scrapers and shavers. We have one of the best 
offerings in each application and product segment, because 
we are striving to not only be specialists in the surface 
preparation industry, but also the partner of choice for 
customers.”

Floor Scrapers: Walk-behind and ride-on scrapers can be used 
to remove soft and hard resilient floor coverings, adhesives 
and coatings in electric, battery and propane powered 
options. 

Floor Shavers: Our walk-behind elite concrete shaver and 
ride-on milling machines are chosen when rapidly achieving 
enhanced depths in a controlled pattern is desired. 

Scarifiers: Level large surfaces and remove thick coatings. 
They quickly and cleanly remove concrete to help level slabs 
and expose large aggregate before concrete polishing and 
coating removal in demolition applications

Single & Planetary Grinders: Remove coatings, prepare and 
polish concrete floors with the new product line featuring 
electric and gas single disc grinders, and the blending of new 
planetary machines in both electric and propane footprints. 
The second wave of rebranded Blastrac products, targeting 
Spring 2023, will include shot and steel-blasting solutions 
and associated dust extractors. For now, these products are 
available under the Blastrac brand. We have considerably 
enhanced the existing Husqvarna surface preparation 
portfolio by bringing advanced shot-blasting, scraping, 
shaving and scarifying solutions to Husqvarna customers and 
partners. In turn, Blastrac customers and partners now have 
access to adjacent products such as compactors, concrete 
placement equipment, sawing and drilling equipment and 
demolition robots, as well as a wide service offering. 

For More Information
Contact: Sarah Martin 
Tel: 913-928-1000
Email: sarah.martin@husqvarnagroup.com
www.husqvarna.com

Six Feet of Powerful Performance
The HYDRA™ 6:  It’s 
the first true grinding, 
honing, polishing and 
maintenance power 
trowel, and it’s a favorite 
for many reasons. 

This powerful machine 
includes upgrades that 
make your job easier by 
eliminating unnecessary 
manpower, maximizing 
production and 
improving operations.  

The HYDRA features include:

The ability to run up to 30k sq. ft. per step, per day 

Compatible with all manufacturers’ tooling  

Grind, hone, polish and maintain the floor with this one machine 

Contain slurry and/or dust exposure with upgrades like the Slurry 
Shield™ and Vac Port

For More Information
Contact: Ryan Klacking
Tel: 313-334-7595
Email: rklacking@slurrymonster.com
www.slurrymonster.com

GSSI Showcase
At the start of 2022, GSSI launched Showcases where we traveled 
across the United States to show off the new features for the 
UtilityScan user interface and demonstrate the StructureScan Mini XT. 
It was great to see some of our existing customers and meet new ones!

Now that the Florida, Texas, Great Lakes, and Vancouver events are 
done, it’s time to start thinking about Fall 2022 locations. Check out the 
dates and locations below to see if we’re coming to your area next!

The signups for each location will be available in the next few months 
and we will be sending out emails to invite you, so keep an eye on your 
Inbox

Week of September 12: Denver, Colorado and Portland, Oregon

Week of September 26: Montreal, Canada

Week of October 17: New York City, Washington, DC, and 
Philadelphia

Week of November 14: California

For More Information
Contact: Jennifer Lighthall 
Tel: 603-893-1109
Email: lighthallj@geophysical.com 
www.geophysical.com
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ACCU-CUT CONCRETE SERVICES, INC. 
Clearwater, FL

ACE CONCRETE CUTTING, LLC 
Cumberland, RI

AGGREGATE TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
Houston, TX

AUSTIN ENTERPRISE 
Bakersfield, CA

BAY LINE CUTTING & CORING, INC. 
San Francisco, CA

CHESCO CORING & CUTTING, INC.  
Malvern, PA

COBRA CONCRETE CUTTING SERVICES CO. 
Arlington Heights, IL

CON-COR CO., INC. 
Menomonee Falls, WI

CONCRETE CUTTING & BREAKING CO. 
Grand Rapids, MI

CONCRETE CUTTING SPECIALISTS 
Freeland, MI

OPERATOR CERTIFICATION
CSDA’s Operator Certification is  a 
comprehensive six-day program that combines 
detailed classroom instruction with on-slab 
demonstration and evaluation of advanced 
concrete cutting techniques. Safety, proper 
equipment use and efficiency are emphasized.  
CSDA certified operators are recognized 
industry-wide for their proficiency in the full range 
of sawing and drilling applications.

Certification

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

• Successful completion of CSDA Cutting Edge, Slab Sawing &  
Drilling 101, Wall Sawing 101 or Wire Sawing 101

• Three years field experience (4,500 hours)

• Successful completion of 10-hour OSHA Construction Safety course

• No more than one lost-time injury within the last three years

• Unrestricted driver’s license

• Negative drug test within 30 days of taking the course

CERTIFIED
OPERATOR

CONCRETE RENOVATION, INC.  
San Antonio, TX

CONSTRUCTION DEBRIS REMOVAL, INC.  
St Augustine, FL

CR MEYER 
Oshkosh, WI

D.M. CONLON/DAN-KEL CONCRETE CORING,  
SAWING & SCANNING  
Longs, SC

DELTA CONTRACTORS & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
Owings Mills, MD

DIXIE CONCRETE CUTTING, INC. 
College Park, GA

ECHO GPR SERVICES 
Paola, KS 

FINE CUT CONCRETE DRILLING AND SAWING LLC 
Pleasant Hill, MO

FORRISTALL 
Bradenton, FL

HAFNER & SON, INC.  
Danielsville, PA

HARD ROCK CONCRETE CUTTERS 
Wheeling, IL

HOLES INCORPORATED 
Houston, TX

HOLES OF SAN ANTONIO, INC. 
San Antonio, TX

INTERNATIONAL DRILLING & SAWING, INC. 
Montgomery, AL

JACK DOHERTY CONTRACTING  
Woburn, MA

KRAUS-ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION CO. 
Minneapolis, MN

M6 CONCRETE CUTTING & CORING 
Wichita, KS

MAVO CONCRETE SAWING SERVICES INC.  
New Brighton, MN

NEIL’S CONCRETE CUTTING, INC. 
Taylorsville, UT

TRUE LINE CORING AND CUTTING  
OF MARYLAND, INC.  
Baltimore, MD

WALKER CUTTING SERVICES 
Hammonton, NJ
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ACCREDITED COMPANIES
The CSDA Accredited Company Program is the first 
of its kind in the industry. This program has been 
created for cutting contractors to provide owners, 
architects, engineers, general contractors and 
government officials with a valuable pre-qualification 
tool that acknowledges sound business practices. It 
is available to all sawing and drilling contractors. 

GPR CERTIFICATION
GPR Certification is for experienced GPR operators who 
have expanded their knowledge of the methods, theory 
and practical application of GPR imaging. Certified 
operators receive classroom and hands-on time with 
experienced instructors and representatives from leading 
GPR manufacturers.

ADVANCED CONCRETE SAWING 
St. Paul, MN  

AMERICAN GPR SERVICES LLC 
Avondale, AZ  

AUSTIN ENTERPRISE 
Bakersfield, CA  

COBRA CONCRETE CUTTING SERVICES CO. 
Arlington Heights, IL  

CONCRETE CUTTING SYSTEMS, INC. 
Philadelphia, PA  

CONCRETE CUTTING SYSTEMS,  
PITTSBURGH INC. 
Pittsburgh, PA

DIACORE CONCRETE CUTTING 
SPECIALISTS 
Frenchs Forest, NSW, Australia

ECHO GPR SERVICES 
Paola, IL    

HARD ROCK CONCRETE CUTTERS, INC. 
Wheeling, IL  

HARD ROCK CONCRETE CUTTING 
Raleigh, NC  

HOLES INCORPORATED 
Houston, TX

IN-PLACE MACHINING COMPANY, LLC
Batavia, OH  

ADVANCE CONCRETE SAWING 
Saint Paul, MN   

AMERICAN GPR SERVICES, LLC 
Avondale, AZ   

BREAK AWAY CONCRETE CUTTING INC. 
Coyote, CA   

BROOKBANK CORE DRILLING & SAWING, INC 
Waldorf, MD

CITY SCAN CORP  
Bronx, NY

COBRA CONCRETE CUTTING SERVICES CO 
Arlington Heights, IL   

CONCRETE CORING CO. OF CINCINNATI, INC. 
Cincinnati, OH   

CONQUEST DEMOLITION 
Buda, TX   

GPR
CERTIFIED
OPERATOR

CSDA

A GPR CERTIFIED OPERATOR:
• Has shown proficiency in performing scans and reading and 

interpreting results

• Can select the appropriate GPR scanner for the job

• Passed a written and practical test

• Was issued a certification card upon completion of the class

A COMPANY MUST MEET THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA  
TO ACHIEVE ACCREDITATION :
• Meet the basic safety and insurance requirements of the industry

• Undertake sound operational and financial best practices

• Provide evidence it has taken part in basic training or certification 
programs to better its employees and the company as a whole

• Successfully pass a written application review

DALY CONCRETE CORING LIMITED 
Courtice, ON, Canada 

DIXIE CONCRETE CUTTING CO., INC  
College Park, GA

ECHO GPR SERVICES 
Paola, KS   

FINE LINE SAWING & DRILLING INC. 
Newark, CA   

HARD ROCK TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
Prospect Heights, IL   

HOLES INCORPORATED 
Houston, TX   

IDS GEORADAR NORTH AMERICA  
Golden, CO   

INTERNATIONAL DRILLING & SAWING, INC. 
Montgomery, AL   

INTERSTATE SAWING & DEMOLITION   
West Bend, IL

LOMBARDO DIAMOND CORE DRILLING  
COMPANY, INC.  
Santa Clara, CA

MAVERICK CUTTING AND BREAKING 
Minneapolis, MN

MAVO CONCRETE SAWING SERVICES, INC. 
New Brighton, MN 

MOORE CONCRETE CUTTING LLC  
Brentwood, NH

SCAN TEK GPR 
Davie, FL  

TASMANIAN ASSET PROTECTION 
Sandy Bay, TS AUSTRALIA

TEXAS CUTTING & CORING, LP 
Round Rock, TX

VERIFY LOCATING/SAF-CUT 
Raleigh, NC   

INTERNATIONAL DRILLING & SAWING, INC. 
Montgomery, AL

INTERSTATE SAWING & DEMOLITION
West Bend, WI

MAVO CONCRETE SAWING SERVICES, INC.
New Brighton, MN  

ONLINE CONCRETE CUTTING SERVICES PTY. LTD. 
Seven Hills, NSW, Australia

RECLAIM COMPANY, LLC 
Fairmont, WV.

WALKER CUTTING SERVICES  
Hammonton, NJ
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SAFETY RESOURCES  
AND TOOLBOX SAFETY TIPS (TSTS)

•  230-page CSDA Safety Manual
• Safety Handbook in English/Spanish
• Safety Videos for concrete cutters
• Over 100 Toolbox Safety Tips (TSTs)

N
E

T
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K
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G
  

NEXT GEN 
CSDA NEXT GENERATION GROUP

The group aims to continue the growth of the 
association while serving the needs and wants 
of the younger generation, with the goal of 
continuing to set a standard of excellence. 

DISCOUNT 

PROGRAMS

The Association negotiates 

member benefit programs with 

national vendors like Staples, 

UPS and V-beltsupply.com in 

order to provide cost-savings 

opportunities  

for CSDA Members.

AT THE ANNUAL 
CONVENTION  
AND QUARTERLY MEETINGS

The number one benefit for 
members has always been the 
opportunity to network with 
cutting professionals at the 
annual convention and quarterly 
meetings. This networking 
provides opportunities to forge 
new relationships and learn from 
other experienced professionals.

Membership

CONTRACTOR:
CANADIAN CUTTING & CORING (TORONTO) LTD. 
Brampton, ON Canada

R.C.L. CONCRETE CUTTING & CORING, LLC 
Tampa, FL

DISTRIBUTOR
DEE TEC LLC 
Lewes, DE

AFFILIATE
HIPOWER SYSTEMS INC. 
Olathe, KS
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THE CSDA WEBSITE AT WWW.CSDA.ORG 
CONTAINS A WEALTH OF INFORMATION 
AVAILABLE 24/7 IN THE “MEMBERS” SECTION. 
IN ADDITION, CSDA’S FACEBOOK PAGE AND 
DISCUSSION FORUM GROUP PAGE ALSO 
PROVIDE MEMBERS WITH A CHANCE TO DISCUSS 
TECHNICAL ISSUES, SELL EQUIPMENT, HIRE 
EMPLOYEES OR ANY OTHER RELEVANT TOPICS. 

24/7

DUESSCHEDULE
 GROSS SALES  NORTH AMERICAN  POLISHING  GPR IMAGING  MANUFACTURER   DISTRIBUTOR    OVERSEAS   AFFILIATE 
   CONTRACTOR CONTRACTOR CONTRACTOR   CONTRACTOR

$0 – 1M $715   $1,505 $1,095  

$1 – 2M $1,135   $1,860 $1,395  

$2 – 3M $1,740   $2,765 $2,070 $450 $875

$3 – 5M $2,335   $4,425   

$5 – 10M $2,955   $5,985 $3,330  

> $10M $3,705   $7,375   

REGISTER ONLINE AT WWW.CSDA.ORG

For more information about CSDA membership,  
visit www.csda.org, call 727-577-5004 or email info@csda.org.

$715 $715

$1,425 $1,425

OVER 4,000 INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS 

HAVE GRADUATED FROM MORE THAN 20 

CLASSROOM, HANDS-ON AND ONLINE CSDA 

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS 

FOCUSED ON CUTTING DISCIPLINES, 

ESTIMATING, POLISHING AND SAFETY. 

ONLINE TRAINING AT WWW.CSDATRAINING.

COM OFFERS A COST-EFFECTIVE 

ALTERNATIVE TO THOSE NOT ABLE TO 

AFFORD THE TIME OR THE MONEY TO SEND 

OPERATORS TO CLASSES.

TRAINING
We have been a member 
since 2015 and are a small 
service contractor in 
North Carolina. You may 
think, “Well that is just 
like me. I’m just a small 
company, what benefit 
would I get from the 
CSDA?” Each time I go 
to an annual or quarterly 
meeting, I learn more in 
the few days while I am 
there than I do at any other 
time in the previous year. 
Everyone is more than willing to hear what questions I 
have and offer their ideas or tell you who you should talk to 
in the group. Manufacturers working together and sawing 
companies around the country working together. There is a 
camaraderie at these meetings that is hard to miss. I joined 
to increase my knowledge of our industry, and I’ve received 
so much more than that with the relationships I have built 
with our industry colleagues at these meetings. Please join 
the CSDA, you will be glad you did!

Brian Cox 
Hard Rock Concrete Cutting
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Calendar

October 3-7, 2022
Sawing & Drilling 101 Course
Diamond Products Facility
Elyria, OH
Tel: 727-577-5004
Email: info@csda.org

October 7, 2022
GPR Certification Course
Diamond Products Facility
Elyria, OH
Tel: 727-577-5004
Email: info@csda.org

October 13-14, 2022
Chicago Build 2022 Expo
McCormick Place
Chicago, IL
Tel: 312-924-9772 
Email: marketing@chicagobuildexpo.com

October 24-30, 2022
Bauma
Messe München
Tel: + 49 89 949-11348
Email: info@bauma.de

November 7-11, 2022
Sawing & Drilling 201/ 
Operator Certification Course
St. Petersburg College
Clearwater, FL 
Tel: 727-577-5004
Email: info@csda.org

November 9-11, 2022
World of Concrete Asia 
(WOCA)
Shanghai World Expo Exhibition and 
Convention Center
Shanghai, China
Tel: +86 21 6157 7250
Email: info@wocasia.com

November 12, 2022
GPR Certification Course
St. Petersburg College
Clearwater, FL 
Tel: 727-577-5004
Email: info@csda.org

December 1-2, 2022
CSDA Winter Board & 
Committee Meetings
The Chateaux Deer Valley
Park City, UT
Tel: 727-577-5004
Email: info@csda.org

January 17-19, 2023
World of Concrete
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV
Tel: 727-577-5004
Email: info@csda.org

February 16-17, 2023
Canadian Concrete Expo 

The International Centre 
Toronto, ON CANADA
Tel: 226-363-0550
Email: sue@exposition.com

March 14-18, 2023
CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2023
Las Vegas, NV
Tel: 414-298-4116
Email: pkaufmann@aem.org

March 27-28, 2022
CSDA Spring Board & 
Committee Meetings
Hamilton Princess Resort & Beach Club 
Hamilton, BERMUDA
Tel: 727-577-5004
Email: info@csda.org

March 29-31, 2023
CSDA Annual Convention & 
Tech Fair
Hamilton Princess Resort & Beach Club 
Hamilton, BERMUDA
Tel: 727-577-5004
Email: info@csda.org

March 31, 2023
CSDA Annual Meeting
Hamilton Princess Resort & Beach Club 
Hamilton, BERMUDA
Tel: 727-577-5004
Email: info@csda.org
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CSDA Social Media
CSDA’s social media pages are packed with 
all the latest news, updates, photos and videos 
from the association and Concrete Openings 
magazine. Look out for exclusive content and 
become “friends” with others who are looking 
to network and promote the sawing and drilling 
industry. Join our growing fan base and stay 
in touch with the association through your PC, 
laptop or mobile device. Find direct links to these 
pages at www.csda.org.

Not a 
Subscriber?
Get your free 
subscription today!
Visit www.concreteopenings.com  
and click “subscribe.”

Target the Specialized Industry  
of Concrete Cutting, Polishing  
and Imaging 
Advertising in Concrete Openings magazine 
is the only way to reach the specialty market 
of cutting, polishing and imaging contractors 
who work with concrete, asphalt or masonry 
because it is specifically targeted to this 
segment of the industry. 

How Do You Reach 19,000+  
Concrete industry Professionals?
Each issue of Concrete Openings 
magazine is sent to more than 12,000 
operators, equipment manufacturers 
and suppliers in the concrete cutting, 
polishing and imaging industry, and more 
than 7,000 specifiers of these services 
around the world.

Who Reads the Magazine?
Concrete Openings reaches cutting, 
polishing and imaging contractors as well 
as specifiers of these services, including 
engineers, architects, general contractors 
and governmental agencies. Why waste 
your message on unnecessary circulation? 
Advertising in Concrete Openings guarantees 
a targeted audience of industry professionals.

READERSHIP BY PROFESSION

••  Specifiers

••  Contractors  

••  Manufacturers, Distributors   

52%

8%

40%

Circulation 
19,000+ minimum, per issue

12,000+ member and prospective member 
companies made up of contractors, 
manufacturers, distributors and affiliates

7,000+ general contractors, engineers, architects 
and government officials who specify 
cutting, polishing and imaging

Concrete Openings Website
Visitors to the Concrete Openings website 
can access our advertisers at the touch of 
a button!

As a compliment to your ad placement, we 
include a direct link to your website on our 
Advertisers page. Concrete Openings also 
offers banner advertising opportunities 
throughout the year and a full, page-
turning copy of the magazine, including 
ads, available for visitors on the website.

Visit www.concreteopenings.com for 
more information.

Readership Per Issue
A poll of Concrete Openings subscribers 
revealed that 66% pass on their copy of the 
magazine to at least one other person, with 
almost 25% stating that the magazine is 
passed on to four or more people each issue. 
This translates to an average of four people 
reading each issue of the magazine for a total 
readership per year of approximately 60,000.

Advertising and Readership
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21 Austin Enterprise 661-589-1001 tconner@austin-enterprise.com 

55 Aquajet Systems 800-621-7856 keith.armishaw@brokkinc.com 

2 Brokk Inc. 800-621-7856 mike@brokkinc.com

Inside Front Cover, 28–29,  Diamond Products Limited 800-321-5336 jpalmer@diamondproducts.com 
Inside Back Cover

55 DDM Concut Diamond Tools 770-921-2464 ggundrum@ddmconcut.com 

19 Diamond Vantage 866-322-4078 tlaidlaw@diamondvantage.com

15, 20 DITEQ Corp. 816-246-5515 enelson@diteq.com

39 EDCO- Equipment Development Co., Inc. 301-663-1600 moran@edcoinc.com

17 GelMaxx 855-322-3335 info@gelmaxxusa.com

5 GSSI-Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc.  603-893-1109 lighthallj@geophysical.com

13, Back Cover, Insert Husqvarna Construction Products 913-928-1000 hcpcustomer.service@husqvarnagroup.com

42–43 ICS, Blount, Inc. 800-321-1240 jessica.gowdy@blount.com

17 Interstate Sawing & Demolition 262-334-7522 we-saw-it@interstatesawing.com

19 Lissmac 518-326-9096 a.jung@lissmac-corporation.com

To receive additional information about products advertised in this issue, contact the vendors below.

 PAGE ADVERTISER PHONE EMAIL

AdvertisersAdvertisers

Check out our updated Cutting Edge course—perfect for your new hires, 
operators with less than two years of experience or anyone who needs to 
learn more about diamond tools. The course is completely online and can 
be taken at the student’s own pace. 

This course covers:
• Intro to Concrete Sawing & Drilling   • Jobsite Safety
• Cutting Edge   • Silica Competent Person Training
• Toolbox Safety Tips   • GPR Methods & Theory

Contact info@csda.org for bulk pricing packages. 

Visit csda.thinkific.com to learn more and sign up!

CSDA Launches NEW  
Online Training Site!
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• Cured Concrete

• Bridge Deck

• Green Pro

• Asphalt & Overlay

• Electric Flat Saw

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE

ddmconcut.com

205 Buxton Court | Lilburn, GA 30047

(800) 654-7224
USA’s Exclusive Distributor of LISSMAC Saws

• Wall Saw

• Joint Widening

• Ring Saws

• Core Bits

• Diamond Wire

• Cardi Drilling & 
Sawing Equipment

• Grinding & Grooving

• High Speed Blade Series

• Early Entry Blades

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN THE USA Lilburn

IN★THE★USA
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ERIN O’BRIEN
Executive Director

Celebrating Women in Concrete

Director’s Dialogue

W
hen we first came up with the idea to highlight some of 
the many amazing women in our industry, I expected a 
strong response from our contractors and manufacturers, 
but I was floored with the amount of positive feedback 

and participation from our members. I am so proud to be a part of 
this industry and this group of incredible and innovative concrete 
professionals. At a time when the industry is desperate for new blood and 
a younger generation of operators and field personnel, I think one of our 
best pipelines for this talent comes from the young women entering the 
workforce and the many more who may be looking for a career change.

In addition to the women highlighted in our issue this month, I’d 
also like to take this opportunity to thank some of the women who came 

before me and provided invaluable advice, guidance and support 
as I joined CSDA 12 years ago. Judith O’Day of Terra Diamond/
GDM was a longtime CSDA Board member as well as a Past 
President. I spent many hours in the CSDA booth during World 
of Concrete talking to Judy on everything from the engineering 
behind wall saws and core drills to how she was able to convince 
customers that she was just as smart and competent as the men 
in her shop. A special thanks goes out to Cherryl O’Brien, who 
was the Editor of Concrete Openings for 20+ years. I could fill 
an entire issue with the experiences she shared, the wisdom she 
provided and the never-ending support she gave me. I am forever 
grateful to her for her ongoing advice.





Husqvarna Construction celebrates women in construction - from business owners and operators to 
technicians and office workers, and every job in between. The number of women entering the construction 

field continues to grow and we are proud to support this more inclusive trend in our industry. New voices and 
new points of view help challenge us to rethink the way we approach future products and services - to develop 

the most efficient and productive tools for all needs.

OUTSTANDING 
WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION

FIND YOUR NEXT JOB SOLUTION AT HUSQVARNACP.COM
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